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Gulf war spurs bomb hoax 
By Willie Rubenstein taining what appeared to be explo-
sive devices were discovered on 
Tuesday afternoon. 
halls. Once officials determined that 
there was no longer any danger, 
power was restored and students 
were allowed to return to their 
residence halls. In a press confer-
ence late Tuesday evening, Presi-
dentJamesJ. Whalen said that "there 
was no further cause for concern." 
Students Supporting Action in the 
Gulf, condemned the act. 
The package was later deter-
mined to be "a cardboard box with 
a note attached to it" inside the 
barbed wire fence of the unit that 
supplies power. to the college. He 
contacted his supervisor who noti-
fied Campus Safety. 
... 
. -~ ..:: 
Law enforcement officials had 
few answers Wednesday to the 
question of who might be respon-
sible for a bomb hoax that para-
lyzed the IC campus for five hours, 
Tuesday evening. Wednesday, of-
ficials would not comment funher 
on the ongoing investigation. 
Campus Safety, with the assis-
tance of the Tompkins County 
Sheriff Department, is coordinat-
ing the investigation. According to 
IC Manager of Public lnfonnation, 
D.ave Maley, two packages con-
One package was located near 
the college's electrical sub-station 
and the other was later found in the 
vicinity of the radio transmission 
tower. Both packages had notes 
attached to them and were found to 
be 'non-explosive by the Seneca 
Army Depot Bomb Disposal UniL 
As a precautionary measure, 
power was shutdown campuswidc 
and hundreds of students were 
evacuated from nearby residence 
Tompkins County Sheriff Em-
ery Guest said Wednesday that notes 
attached to the two packages were 
anti-war messages. 
Both Matt Zipeto, leader of 
Students for Peace in the Middle 
East, and Kelly McGuirk, leader of 
The foJJowing is a brief chro-
nology of the events that occured 
on Tuesday, according to Maley: 
3:00 p.m. 
A maintenance mechanic mak-
ing a routine survey of the power 
substation saw a piece of carpet 
lying over the barbed wire fence 
enclosing the sub-station. 
Upon funher investigation, he 
discovered what appeared 10 be a 
"suspicious package" near the sub-
station. 
3:20 p.m. 
Director of Campus Safety Bob 
Holt contacted the Seneca Army 
Depot Bomb Disposal and re-
quested their assistance. All ap· 
propriate local police and emcr-
gencyagencies werealsocontacLC.d. 
See "Hoax," page 2 
Women Direct series 
Ithacan I Adam Riemer 
President James J. Whalen points to the location of the second suspicious package during a press 
conference late Tuesday night. The hoax prompted an evacuation and power shutdown. 
Students left in the dark 
By Michael DeMasi 
At first, Dan Nocera thought be 
cutoffpowertothecampus. "I was 
outside on my balcony in the Gar-
dens fixing a light socket," ex-
plained the IC junior, "when I stuck 
a screwdriver inside it and then all 
the power went off." 
Well, that isn't quite how it 
happened. 
A bomb scare which turned out 
to be a hoax disrupted the nonnaJ, 
late-afternoon scene on campus 
Tuesday, as all power was turned 
off for three hours during the 
emergency. 
Despite the fear a bomb might 
explode, there was a sense of calm 
among the students as they walked 
about, spoke to friends, or used the 
time to catch up on their reading. 
"We're going to sit around and 
talkabouttherumors," Joel Kutner 
'93, said while he and his friends 
waited inside the Campus Center 
with several hundred students who 
had been evacuated from their 
residence halls. 
Long lines fanned outside the 
Union dining hall as students found 
theirhungercalling. But they found 
little inside to satisfy them since the 
regular dinner menu was abandoned 
because there was no power to heat 
the food. Ross Malinow '93, said, 
"There was nothing, just salad and 
the deli. Itwasabiginconvenience." 
Dave Hoffman '91, was doing 
his radio shift on WICB-FM when 
suddenly everything stopped and a 
light flashed in.the studio indicating 
the transmitter was off. The song 
on the radio at the time? "Sweet-
ness and Light" by the group Lush. 
To the delight of many, all classes 
werecancelledfortheevening. This 
came as a surprise to those who 
drove to campus for night courses. 
History professor Andrew 
Ezergailis arrived at 6:30 to teach 
his 6:50 class, only to learn no one 
would be there. 
"These guys are going to be one 
class short," Ezergailis said, 
"Maybe I'll postp0ne the test on 
Monday, maybe noL We'll see." 
Life was also made difficult for 
those doing school work at the time. 
One student was showing a video-
tape for a presentation when the 
screen suddenly went black .• 
Another student, Jim Colias '91, 
was on the 5th floor of the library 
when the power went ouL A l -
though the emergency lights came 
on, it was too dark to study so he left 
the building. He returned 10 min-
utes Iateronly to find the front doors 
locked. 
"Allofmybooksareinthereand 
I have an exam tomorrow," Colia'> 
said, wondering how he would 
prepare for the test. 
Others were a bit luckier. Sheri 
Feins '93, was in her professor's 
office in Park discussing a paper 
due the next day when the lights 
unexpectedly dimmed. . 
"She gave me an extension be-
cause the computers arc down in 
Friends Hall," Fcins said. 
Blackouts arc also a time for 
innovation. Chris Kearney '92, was 
fortunate to have the hallway lights 
in Park still on, so he propped open 
the door to his editing suite and 
continued cutting his fiction film 
production. 
"The film is already marked, but 
I have a pen light in case it gels 
tricky," Kearney explained. 
Still other students used the 
time to just relax. The usually noisy 
television rooms became a haven 
for sleepers, as did many of the 
chairs and lounges throughout the 
Campus Center. Some spent the 
time writing letters or, like Jodi 
See "Bomb," page 2 
celebrates 10 years 
By Jacki Donati 
This year, the Women Direct 
series celebrates its tenth year of 
programming with films that have a 
unique vision toward contemporary 
feminist issues. 
.. Like previous years, this year's 
hims offer a multi-cultural and 
multi-national feminist portrayal on 
women's issues that need a voice in 
society, according to Barbara 
Adams, co-programmer of the se-
·ries and assistant professor of 
writing. 
"The philosophy behind this is 
to feature work that is done by 
women directors, specifically 
women that are outside the main-
stream of cinematic production. 
It's feminist, it's women directed, 
and it's independent film," Adams 
said. 
The two films that opened this 
year's series examined the political 
and social changes occuring in the 
Middle East. Approximately I 00 
people gathered in the Park Audi-
torium on Fcb.13 to learn about the 
controversial Islamic dress of 
Egyptian women. The second film 
described the "stateless" existence 
of the Palestinians and the effects 
of the Israeli occupation. 
"These films create an environ-
ment that fosters public discussion. 
They also provide a corrective and 
al temati ve participatory experience 
to stretch students' minds," Patricia 
Zimmermann, co-programmer and 
associate professor of Cinema and 
Photography said. 
An introduction by a visiting 
scholar, local specialist or film-
maker will set the context of the 
film before each of the screenings. 
Afterwards, the speaker will lead a 
"rollicking discussion," 
Zimmennann said. 
According to Adams, th~ 
Women Direct series was estab-
lished because there was a greater 
need for alternative programming 
on campus and in the community. 
These types of films were not being 
shown frequently. 
The films and videos are chosen 
from a number of independent 
movie catalogs each fall. The se-
lection of the works is not done 
"We'll never change 
the format. It works too 
well." 
-Patty Zimmermann 
until December or early January in 
order to obtain the most recent and 
best collection of films and videos 
for the series, Adams said. 
Sponsorship for the Women 
Direct series comes from various 
organizations such as the Roy H. 
Park School of Communications, 
the politics and sociology depart-
ments, and the writing program. A 
two year grant also comes from the 
New York State Council on the 
Arts. In a lime of severe art funding 
slashes, Women Direct has in-
creased its programming, 
Zimmermann said. 
In the past years, most of the 
films and videos were Ithaca pre-
mieres. This year, however, only 
about half of the films will debut at 
Women Direct screenings. 
"It is increasingly difficult to get 
narrative films because more 
women's films are being picked up 
by the mainstream," Adams said. 
According to Adams, a feminist 
perspective is "any film which by 
its subject matter or approach offers 
a critique of patriarchal culture." 
After 10 years of successful 
programming, Zimmermann pre-
dicts, "We'll never change the for-
mat It works too well. In the past 
10 years, all we've done is done 
more." 
Student government 
Gulf War poll results: 
Question: How long do you 
think the Persian Gulf War will 
last? 
Less than a month ............... 1.4 % 
l-3months ....................... 17.5% 
4-6months ...................... 29.5% 
7 months to 1 year ......... 51.2% 
There were 220 students sur-
veyed. 68 percent were females 
and 32 percent were males. 
This is an unscientific survey. 
2 THE ITHACAN . ' 
Ithacan Inquirer 
By Tom Arundel 
Question: What is the role of the student government? 
Hoax-----
continued from page 1 
At approximately this time Presi-
dentJames J. Whalen, whowasoff 
campus at the time, was notified of 
theincident Senior Vice-President 
MaUhew Wall was in control while 
Whalen made his way back to IC. 
4:15p.m. 
The Bomb Disposal Unitarrivcd 
on campus. 
4:55 p.m. 
After preliminary review, power 
to the campus was cut. Students 
were then evacuated from seven 
residence halls immediately adja-
cent to the area. 
During the Unit's investigation, 
a patrol discovered another suspi-
cious item. ltalsohada note attached 
to it, and was near the radio trans-
mission tower. 
The Unit determined that there 
·: Febfu'a'ry 21, 1991 
9:45 p.m. 
President Whalen held a press 
conference in the Alumni Hall 
Boardroom. He read a statement 
and answered questions. Whalen 
referred to the hoax as a "deplor-
able threat to the community." 
However, Whalen termed the 
devices "sophisticated," and said 
that the Bomb Disposal Unit ex-
pressed concern because of the level 
of sophistication involved. 
Whalen felt that security mea-
sures were adequate, and that 
Tuesday's events were indicative 
of Campus Safety's effectiveness. 
Whalen was asked about how 
the packages were determined to be 
bombs, and if they had indeed been 
removed from the campus. He ac-
knowledged that the packages had 
been removed, and described how 
they were examined. 
Will Sachge Dana Ramsey Brian Cass were no explosives in either pack-
' age, and that the situation was a 
"The process with one of the 
packages was to fire a bullet into it 
It was just a single shot (fired into 
the package)," Whalen said. Psychology '94 Human Res. Mgmt. '92 Music Education 93 hoax. Acccording to Maley, all 
I have no idea. I don't To voice the opinion To get a voice from the evening classes and on campus ac-
think that the student of the student body to student body from all tivities were cancelled. 
This was in response to a report 
of an explosion or a shot heard on 
campus during the night government has much the administration. different angles. 8:00 p.m. 
say in what's going on Powerwasrestored,andstudents 
now. were allowed to return to their L_B_.:.:.o~m:.:..:...b-:::::::::::::----------------------- residence halls. 
"At this point we have no sus-
pects whatsoever. Wesimplyknow 
that somebody did it," Whalen said. 
Continued from page 1 
Saposnik '93, just entertaining 
themselves. Saposnikandherthree 
friends sprawled on the floor of the 
Emerson Suites lobby and played 
"Go Fish" with Saposnik's cards. 
Dan Amrich '93, wanted to play 
pool in the recreation room but it 
was closed. His friend Sunshine 
Brown '93,admiued, "There's not 
a lot to do without power." 
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Cornell suspends ban on hanging 
flags from dormitory windows 
By Michael DeMasi 
Cornell University officials have 
decided not to ban the flying of 
American or other flags from dor -
mitory windows despite safety and 
aesthetic cqncems raised over the 
issue. 
In a move which attracted con-
siderable media attention, two stu-
dents were informed last week they 
would face judicial action if they 
did not remove an American flag 
and a yellow ribbon hanging from 
their dormitory windows. 
The students, Nathaniel S. 
Brackett '94, and Diane L. Scheu 
'94, were told thed.isplays violated 
their residence contracts and that 
they must be taken down. 
However, two days after the 
warning was issued by officials of 
residence life, CU Vice President 
Larry I. Palmer said, "In light of the 
current situation in the Persian Gulf, 
it is clear that banning American or 
other flags is not something any of 
us feels comfortable in doing." 
Reflecting on the incident, 
Brackett said, "Before it hit the 
media I was nervous (the Admin-
istration) wouldn't back down. But 
after I found out it-was going crazy 
I realized they were going to change 
OUNDS 
lNE 
Canlft, rtnoca 11noco 217 '-)bb 
no,1-,,00 tn _., .. 409 
:so1100Son1l!i 
Support 
Our 
Troops 
(the rule)." 
Scheu, who lives in a different 
dormitory and did not coordinate 
the displays with Brackett, said, 
"Th_e media definitely pushed the 
administration to do something 
about it." 
Palmer was initially quoted by 
the Cornell Daily Sun as saying, "l 
can't sec why these rules should be 
bent." 
After the suspension of the ban, 
Palmer said, "The students wanted 
me to interpret the rule to make an 
exception to fly the American 11ag. 
Instead I suspended the whole rule 
because I think it's fairer to have it 
applied to all flags." 
The ban was originally put into 
place years ago because of student 
objections over the flying of the 
Confederate flag, Palmer said. 
There was also concern displays 
could fall and hurt passers-by. 
A similar policy exists at Ithaca 
College. According to the Resi-
dential Life Handbook, "suspension 
of articles from windows and/or 
ledges" is prohibited. 
According to IC Director of 
Residential Life Maggie McHugh, 
there are no plans to suspend the 
current reg~ation. McHugh said 
"We don't want to be in 
the position where 
we' re telling students 
you can't put up flags." 
-Maggie McHugh, IC 
residential life director 
that if students would like an ex-
ception they must ask the Office of 
Residential Life for approval. 
"We don't want to be in the 
position where we're telling stu-
dents you can't put up flags," 
McHugh said. 
McHugh also said that depend-
ing on the location of the display 
and the manner in which it is hung, 
a decision will be made as to whether 
it is permitted. 
Removing a screen to hang flags 
wouldn't be permitted and neither 
would a display from the Towers 
because of the height, Mc Hugh said. 
The only flag that is currently 
permitted to hang outside of a resi-
dence hall is an American flag ex-
tending from the balcony of a 
Garden Apartment. According to 
McHugh, the students living there 
received permission early last se-
mester to display it 
TOP HITS 
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EnvironmeJI]tail 
aspects of 
wairfar~ 
By Diane MacEachern 
President Bush called it an 
act of environmental terrorism. 
On Jan. 24, Iraqi leader 
Saddam Hussein dumped 11 
million barrels of oil into the 
Persian Gulf, creating an oil slick 
60 miles long and 20 miles wide. 
That slick is despoiling 
shrimp and tuna fisheries, killing 
birds and sea animals and 
threatening the drinking water 
supplies of hundreds of thou-
sands of people. 
Sea birds arc dying, a long 
network of coral reefs is being 
threatened, and estuaries that 
support the region's shrimp and 
fishing industries arc in danger. 
Sea life such as the blue 
whale, the largest mammal on 
earth, several species of rare sea 
turtles, and the dugong, a slow-
swimming creature resembling 
the Florida manatee, are being 
jeopardized. 
But the environmental fallout 
from the war could get worse. 
Saddam Hussein could set 
Kuwait's 1,000 oil fields ablaze, 
releasing a blanket of smoke into 
the atmosphere. 
That smoke could alter re-
gional climatic patterns and 
create an ozone hole over the 
equator. 
The Asian monsoons could 
be disrupted, causing crop fail-
ures that would affect more than 
one billion people. 
Mustard gas, nerve gas and 
anthrax are among the chemical 
and biological weapons Hussein 
is believed to possess. 
lops 
for 
Planet 
Earth 
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Because it is oil-based, mus-
tard gas persists in the environ-
ment for extended periods of 
time, often in masonry. 
According to the Political En-
ergy Group (PEG), 70 years after 
the gas was used in France in 
World War I, it still burns local 
residents who accidentally come 
in contact with it. 
Nerve gases arc six to twelve 
times as lethal as mustard gas, 
kill almost instantly but dissipate 
within hours. 
The biological weapon an-
thrax can make land uninhabit-
able for up to 40 years. 
All this, ultimately, over oil. 
Friends of the Earth (FOE) re-
ported recently that an improve-
ment in average automobile fuel 
efficiency of just seven miles per 
gallon would be sufficient to 
eliminate 1.9 million gallons of 
oil per day, more than we import 
daily from Iraq, Kuwait and Saudi 
Arabia combined. 
Some energy experts believe 
we could run our economy on 
one-fifth the oil we currently use. -
No matter how grave the en-
vironmental consequences of this 
war, the inevitable loss of human 
life is even graver. 
If anything positive comes 
from the war in the Persian Gulf, 
perhaps it will be the creation of 
a new national energy strategy 
that releases America from the 
stranglehold of oil. 
Diane MacEachern, wrote the 
best seller, "Save Our Planet: 
750 Everyday Ways You Can 
Help Clean Up the Earth." 
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Soft 0 spoken politics: Kuwaiti ambassador's son 
By Marc .J. Dovi 
He lives in a single bedroom 
apanment overlooking Johnny's 
Big Red Grill in Collegetown. His 
room sits in the alcove of a dimly lit 
hallway. When he settles into bed at 
night, the fading shadows of dawn 
recede over his homeland 6,000 
miles away. 
Both man and country seem iso-
lated, but that is the way Muhan_ned 
Abulhasan prefers it -- to identify 
closely with his native land of Ku-
wait. 
The oil rich nation of Kuwait 
was virtually unknown until 
Saddam Hussein's troops invaded 
the area in August and put the 
country's name in every headline 
and television set across the nation. 
Abulha"an was a junior in Cornell's 
Hotel Administration school when 
war broke out. 
By virtue of his nationality, ev-
ery news team and reporter in Ithaca 
wanted his interview. "I consider 
myself a self-appointed ambassa-
dor for my country," Abulhasan 
said, "so I take every opportunity to 
represent my country and place it in 
the best light. I value that responsi-
bility." 
The responsibilities that accom-
pany the role of an ambassador come 
naturally to Abulhasan, who is the 
son of the Kuwaiti ambassador to 
the United Nations. 
This enabled him to be pan of 
history, as he witnessed the U.N. 
Security Council's authorization of 
force against Iraq and, then spent 
the first days of the war by his 
father's side. 
But his father's position has af-
forded him many more valuable 
experiences in his life. Abulhasan 
has lived in Switzerland, China, 
Iran, Yugoslavia and New York 
City, where his family currently 
resides. 
Abulhasan has visited many 
historical sites, including 
Tienanmen Square, and said even 
though the nations were beautiful, 
he put a higher value on meeting the 
people. 
"The experience I love is when I 
really start to appreciate the cul-
tural differences," he said, "You 
really learn from them." Despite his 
vast worldly experience and status, 
Abulhasan is a quiet, modest, unas-
suming individual. 
He wore a pair of faded jeans 
and a button-down collar shirt for 
the interview. His bedroom is not 
ornate, as one might expect of an 
ambassador's son. The walls have 
no posters. There are two chairs in 
the room (one for his desk), and the 
desk is covered with homework. 
Having a soft-spoken manner, 
Abulhasan chooses not to be the 
center of attention, but rather a part 
of the whole story. 
His selfless approach to life re-
flects the atmosphere he misses most 
about Kuwait "I miss the closeness 
of the people. The most beautiful 
thing I ever saw was Kuwaiti citi-
zens coming together in support of 
their country after Hussein in-
vaded." 
Abulhasan had been looking 
Even though war threatens to 
engulf his country, it hasn't com-
pletely overturned his life. 
He has no television and only a 
few newspapers and magazines arc 
scattered around the floors of his 
sparse apartment. "I get the inside 
story from my father on what's go-
ing on and I follow CNN and con-
stantly look for different sources of 
information," said Abulhasan. 
Only by gathering news, giving 
, interviews and speaking at rallys 
can Abulhasan aid his country. 
He has no official political role 
in Kuwait and can't be drafted into 
the Kuwaiti Armed Services be-
cause the country's constitution 
exempts the oldest male in every 
family. He is the oldest of five and 
has four younger sisters. 
Abulhasan 's contributions lo his 
country extend into the future, and 
his career mirrors his determina-
tion and aspirations. "I only applied 
to one school. I knew I loved archi-
tecture, and Cornell was the num-
ber one architectural school in the 
nation." 
Extensive world travel added to 
Abulhasan's fascination with ar-
chitecture. "I put all the beautiful 
places and buildings I have seen in 
my memory bank. I naturally have 
a fondness for Islamic architecture," 
he said. Abulhasan also stresses 
the importance of succeeding. "I 
"The most beautiful thing I ever saw was the Ku-
waiti citizens coming together in support of their 
country after Hussein invaded." 
forward to making his annual visit 
to Kuwait during winter recess, but 
the outbreak of war changed his 
plans. 
- Muhanned Abulhasan 
wanted to be successful, as well as 
happy, so I switched to the Hotel 
school at Cornell, which was also 
number one in the country." 
p oto courtesy I Annika Hoysater - Cornell Daily Sun 
Cornell University junior Muhanned Abulhasan, the son of the 
Kuwaiti ambassador to the United Nations. 
And he knows exactly where he 
wishes to succeed. "In Kuwait, 
that's definitely where I want to 
start my career. I won't limit myself 
geographically, but I'd like to be in 
my native land." 
Surrounded by complexities 
such as calculating spreadsheets 
for class and writing papers, to pin-
ing for his troubled homeland, 
Abulhasan maintains perspective 
with his simple approach to life. 
When he does speak, his mes-
sage is direct and lo the point, much 
like the only decoration on his door. 
On the upper-right wooden panel 
of the door is a half-dollar size 
sticker of the Kuwaiti flag with 
plain black letters reading, "FREE 
KUWAIT." 
~condoms distributed to 
help educate about AIDS 
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SAFE SEX 
* Are you sexually active? 
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By Christopher Beiter 
Safe sex packets were distributed 
on Valentine'~ day to passersby on 
the Commons by the Aids Coalition 
to Unleash Power (ACT UP). 
"Our theme for today is make 
out not war," Stacey Young, a 
member of ACT UP said. 
ACT UP members handed out 
large pink heart shaped packets that 
contained condoms, dental dams 
and instructions for their use. 
A position paper stating the 
AIDS activism group's assertions 
concerning the connection between 
the war in the Persian Gulf with the 
war on AIDS was also included in 
the packet. 
The group arrived on the Com-
mons at 4:30 p.m. and gave out the 
packets. 
They also posted signs around 
the pavilion in support of safe sex 
and against the war in the Middle 
East. 
"Health care not warfare," 
read one sign. Others read, 
"Action==Lifc," and "Queers for 
Peace." 
Ned Brinkley ,a member of ACT 
UP, explained the connection be-
tween AIDS and the war in the 
Persian Gulf, "In the desert, in six 
months, we've already spent more 
money than we've spent in 11 years 
on an epidemic, which by 1982 was 
already identified as a huge epi-
demic by most thinlcing people." 
"Every day we spend twice as e Are you protected against unplanned o 
much money, two billion dollars, 0 pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STD)? ~ 
fighting an unjust war in the Per- : o 
sian Gulf, as we spend all year o o 
fighting AIDS in the U.S." 0 Did you know that birth control and STD screening ~ 
Young said, "A 101 of money : are available at the /.C. Health Center and that these 0 
that could be used for social pro- o o 
grams, including AIDS prevention ° services are totally confidential?? 0 
andhealthcareandrescarch,isnow O 0 0 0 
being spent in the Persian Gulf." 0 Please Call For More Information On ° 
Brinkley said that ACT UP is o o 
trying to provide people with in- 0 Safe Sex 274-3177 ° 
0 0 
formation on AIDS that the gov- • • • • • • • • 0 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 0 o 
cmmcnt refuses to do. 
"By pulling information in 
people's hands, we make it probably 
a lot easier for certain young people 
to make informed decisions about 
safer sex," Brinkley said. 
Whenever you need copies, depend on 
Kinko's for quality, timely service 
24 Hours a Day! 
° Collating • Binding 
0 Specialty Paper • Stapling 
° Cutting • Padding 
.kinko•s· 
the copy center· 
409 College Ave 
273-0050 
FAX 27S.8075 
Proceeds go to the families in Tompkins County who have loved ones in the Gulf 
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Isn't it about 1time yollll plillir<elhla§edl a \ 
computer? i 
An IBM PSJ2ct can help you do all of your work easily. With its consistent ! 
Graphical User Interface (Windows 3.0®), a PS/2 can save you time and 
money, while getting you better grades. Find out about the new Letter ( 
Quality Printer, the Proprinter 24~, at $299.00. Don't forget to visit our 
display on February 28, 1991 in the Emerson Suites. If you have any 
questions, or would like to purchase a PS/2 call your IBM Collegiate Rep-
resentatives, Brett P. Cooper and Daniel Driscoll, or the Educational Pur-
chase Coordinator at 274-3030, or stop by Muller 102. 
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6 THE ITHACAN 
The following incidents aro among 
those reported to The Ithacan by tho 
IC Office of Public Information, based 
on reports from tho Office of Campus 
Safety. Unless otherwise specified, all 
reported incidents remain under 
investigation. 
Campus S,afety Log 
Anyone with any information 
regarding those entries is encouraged 
to contact the Office of Campus 
Safety. Unless otherwise specified, all 
reported incidents remain under 
investigation. 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 8-
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 14, 1991 
Friday, February 8 
Cl Two students were referred for 
judicial action for attempting unautho-
rized entry into a residence hall. One 
student was referred for an additional 
charge of providing false information 
to Campus Safety Officers. 
Iii Campus Safety was contacted 
regarding a student missing from a 
residence hall. Student was located a 
short time later at an off campus 
location. 
II ·A staff member reported the theft of 
a wallet and contents from the kitchen 
area of the Egbert Dining Hall. The 
theft occurred sometime during this 
date. 
1111 llhaca Fire Department responded 
to Hood Hall for an alarm of fire. 
Cause of the alarm was determined to 
bo an activated smoke detector. No 
cause for the activation was found. 
Saturday, February 9 
II Campus Safety was requested to 
assist the Ithaca Police Department in 
locating a non-student who was a 
visitor at Ithaca College who had been 
involved in using a forged ID card in 
the City of Ithaca. Person was located 
and no further action taken by 
Campus Safety. 
a Otficers responded to a suspicious 
person complaint in Hood Hall. 
Subject was located and identified as 
being a visitor of a student at Ithaca 
College. No further action was taken. 
a A student was transported to the 
Health Center by Bangs Ambulance 
after found to be highly intoxicated in 
the student's residence hall. Student 
was referred for judicial action. 
• Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to an alarm of fire in Terrace 3. Cause 
of the alarm was determined to be a 
smoke detector that was accidentally 
knocked loose from the ceiling 1n that 
building. 
Sunday, February 10 
• A student reported the theh of a 
compact disc from the student's 
residence hall room in the West 
Tower. The theft occurred sometime 
around 2 a.m. this date while the 
resident left the room unlocked and 
unattended for approximately 10-15 
minutes. 
• A student was transported to 
Tompkins Community Hospital for 
treatment of intoxication and a head 
injury resulting from a fall. Student was 
also referred for judicial action. 
• A student reported the theh of 
personal checks from the student's 
unlocked residence hall room. The 
student reported three males entered 
the residence hall room while the 
student was asleep. 
a Two students were referred for 
judicial action after being involved in a 
physical altercation in a campus 
residence hall. 
Power shutdown causes 
• • campus 1nconven1e~ces _ . 
By Jacki Donati Un!on dining hall to remain open ~velr, sm?O~ly, given the s1tua-
For approximately three hours until 7:30 p.m. _ uon, Well said. 
on Tuesday, campus activities Only the salad bar and deb were ACS_ reports no damage to the 
halted due to an intentional power able to operate under the adverse computmg sys~ms on campus, ac-
shut off. conditions, Michael said. cord.mg to Well. 
New YorkStateElectric and Gas At approximately 7:45 p.m., "We were up and functioning by 
(NYSEG) disconnected the power generatorpowerwasrestoredin the 9 p.m.," ~eil sa!d- _ 
to the substation behind Talcott terraces. Similar to the Union, only Ex penmen ts m the biology de-
Residence Hall. cold service was available in the partment suffered little damage, 
According to Tom Salm, vice Terrace dining hall. acc?rdingtoDr.Mil~edBrammer, 
president of Business Affairs, <;~dles_we~e provided to offer chau-person of the b10logy depart-
NYSEG is accustomed to dealing ad?1uonal l_1ghung for the students, me~L _ . . 
with the high voltage that is found Michael said. Physical Plant got us nght m to 
in the substation. "The dining halls were being emergency power. One student's 
"In a sense, they de-energized flexible with meal cards since the experiment ~t was running on 24 
the system," Salm said. Validine machines were down. hour light wdl have to be re-done 
The facilities most inconve- Theymonitoreditasbcsttheycould, because the results were altered," 
nienced by the blackout were the but it was difficult," Michael said. Brammer said. 
dining services. Dinner was inter- According to Michael, some One of I C's radio stations, 106-
ruoted attwo of the dininl! halls. dining service workers left early, VIC.remainedontheairduetolack 
. According to Mar~tlv'ijchael, others were held over Wltil the Ter- of a transmil.lCr. The other station, 
: -~·-···--~~"tC:'.~)i:filtevice races stopped serving at 9 p.m. 92-WICB. signedofftheairat4:56 
president of Student· Affairs and The method of payment for any p.m. 
CampusLife,therefrigerationunits workers under these unusual_ cir- According to Steve Reynolds, 
were all sufficiently insulated to cwnstances is not known at this WICB assistant program director, 
retain the cold. time, Michael said. "There was no damage to the 
"There was no loss in tcnns of Academic Computing Services transmitter at all." 
storage of food," Michael said. (ACS) was notified a few minutes 92-WICB began programming 
Campuspowerwentoffatabout before power was shut down, ac- again at 10:05 p.m. during the ur-
5 ·p.m. The emergency generator cording to Dave Weil,communica- ban contemporary show, 
power that quickly restored partial tionsandtrainingspecialistfor ACS. "Amandela" according to DJ Joe 
lightingtothebuilding,allowedthe "Everything was handled rela- Taylor. 
If you care, take the time to listen. 
Are you looking for a challenging, rewarding profession? 
You'll find it, and more, while learning to help people with speech 
language and hearing disorders. ' 
. ~oston-Bouve C~llege at Northeastern University offers 
two exc1tmg master of science programs in Speech-Language Pathology 
or Audiology (the only one of its kind in the Boston area). Both 
pro~m~ are accredited by the American Speech-Language-Hearing 
Associatmn. 
You'll have the opportunity to gain practical experience in 
our on-campus speech clinic. In addition, both programs include 
clinical practice in many of Boston's prestigious medical institutions. 
Graduate assistantships and other financial aid are available. 
Monday, February 11 
£ill Three students filed complaints 
with Campus Safety regarding having 
received harassing telephone calls on 
the students' residence hall room 
phones. 
• Campus Safety investigated two 
minor property damage motor vehicle 
accidents, one in •J· parking lot and 
the other on Garden Apartment Road. 
II A non-student was ordered off 
campus and ordered to pay restitution 
after being identified as being 
responsible for the theft of a wallet that 
occurred on Feb. 8. 
• Sometime between 4 a.m. and 9 
a.m. this date four video machines in 
the Campus Center Game Room were 
forcibly entered and money was 
stolen. Total estimate of damage and 
theft was $353. 
Tuesday, February 12 
a Bangs Ambulance responded to 
Terrace 10 to transport a student who 
had received injuries as a result of an 
off-campus motor vehicle accident. 
ACS to hold 
technology day 
The Academic Computing Ser-
vices (ACS), are holding an "Edu-
cational Technology Day," to 
present those who are interested 
with infonnation and presentations 
on the educational uses of comput-
ers. 
Throughout the day vendors will 
hold workshops and seminars so 
that people can learn a little about 
each program. 
The event is scheduled to last 
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Thursday, 
Feb. 28. in the Emerson Suites and 
the North Foyer of the Campus 
Center. 
Faculty offers 
draft counseling 
A group of faculty are in the 
process of forming the Ithaca Col-
lege Draft Counseling Network . 
According to Jules Burgcvin, 
associate professor of sociology at 
IC, the group's main purpose is to 
answer students' questions on draft 
registration, medical defcrmems 
and conscientous objector status. 
If you have questions contact 
Mike Yarrow 274-3153, Garry 
Thomas 274-1331. Terry Michel 
274-f 422, J~_l Savishinsky 274-
1331,JulesBurgevin274-3153 and 
Fred Wilcox 274, 3324. 
Boston-Bouve 
College 
Northeastern 
University Call (617) 437-2708, or write Graduate School Boston-Bouve 
College of.Human Professions, 106 Dockser Hall, Northeastern University, 
Boston, MA 02115. Because some people's problems are worth listening to. 
- -
An equal opportunity/affirmative 
action university. 
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Wednesday, February 13 
• A student reported receiving 
harassing tel!)ph;one calls on !he 
student's residence hall room 
telephone. 
Thursday, February 14 
• Campus Safety and ~s 
Ambulance responded to Terrace 5 for 
an illness call. Transport was made to 
the Health Center 
• A student reported the theh of !he 
studenrs wallet while left unattended 
in Ford Hall. Wallet contained $10 in 
cash, credit cards, and other miscella-
neous paperwork. 
• Campus Safety resPonded to 
Ceracche Center for a person 
suffering an asthma attack. Officers 
rendered assistance and transported 
to the Health Center. 
• Ithaca Fire Department responded 
to Rowland Hall for an alarm of fire. 
Cause of the alarm was found to be 
unknown persons discharging a fire 
extinguisher on the third floor, . 
activating a smoke detector. 
SAFETY TIP: 
Report any suspicious person or 
incident immediately to the Office of 
Campus Safety at 274-3333. Report 
strangers who loiter in or around 
residence halls or attempt entry into 
residence halls. 
Corrections 
The story ~Forum examines 
possibility of draft," in the Feb. 
14 issue, did not say that fonns 
for Concientious Objectors will 
not be processed unless a draft is 
instituted. 
• The story "Concerns raised 
over ROTC credits," in the Feb. 
14 issue. incorrectly said that 
the Navy program is 
disaffiliating from Cornell. The 
Navy program will disafilliate 
from IC, not Cornell. 
• In the photo credit for 
women's basketball, the pho-
tographer Tom Costantino's 
name was misspelled. 
Clarification 
TheGymnasticsECAC's have 
been rescheduled for Sunday, 
Feb. 24 at 1 p.m. 
SONDAY 
BLOODY 
SONDfiY 
$7.95 
laNCH BRUNCH 
11AM • 2PM 
'Sruoonts must prescnl srudeol ID 
upon arrival. 
/' 
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OPINION 
If you take the 
ti.me to read this 
week's editorial ... 
... then you are probably less apathetic than the majority of the 
students on this campus. Sure, we all watched the initial bombing raids 
on Baghdad with interest and awe, but now students seem to be 
yawning at the methodical pace of the destruction. Not even the 
murder of over 300 Iraqi civilians at the hands of an-American pilot or 
the prospect of an imminent bloody ground war has sfiaken the 
steadfast indifference of Ithaca College students. Fewer than two dozen 
people attended meetings of IC' s two war organizations last week, and 
The Ithacan has yet to be inundated with opinions concerning the 
hostilities. 
The lack of interest on campus reflects an overaU shortening of the 
nation's attention span. Satellite hook-ups to foreign battle zones and 
saturation coverage on CNN have softened the impact of the fighting 
tremendously by replacing quality reporting with quantity. Americans 
watch daily news briefings from Pentagon officials who simply utter 
military double-talk and replay footage of blown-up bridges and 
buildings with all the immediacy of Nintendo game. 
W-atching the nightly news, one gets the f ecling that the tenor and 
death is taldng place on some distant planet.· It is no wonder that an 
Israeli official expressed anger at our country's flippant calls for 
restraint in response to Iraq's Scud missile auacks on Tel Aviv. He 
pointed out that as Americans drank beer and watched the Super Bowl, 
Israel's cities were being bombed, its citi1.cns endangered directly. 
Our country finds it relatively easy to watch the war. It's like the 
latest TV mini-series that has lost itc; novelty to length. It comes on 
every night at 6:30 full of glory and drama; narrated by Peter Jennings. 
But disinterest is dangerous~ a country that fails to flinch after inflict-
ing deadly wounds hardens its heart and impoverishes its soul. 
College campuses usually pride themselves on being cauldrons of 
discussion and dissent in the midst of the apathetic masses. The fact 
that Ithaca College is falling so short of this ideal speaks volumes 
about the background of its students, the· quality and scope of the 
liberal education it offers. 
The communities that have remained truly engaged 'to the fighting, 
that have listened to every word at every press conference, that have 
organized rallies to either support our policy or to protest are usually 
the ones whic~ have sent large numbers of soldiers into·dangcr. The 
fighting takes on profound relevance when the n~xt ~sualty might be 
your sibling, your next door neighbor, ybut. best-friend. · Toe lack of 
feeling or. interest one way .or the other on this c~pus 'illustrates the 
distance we feclJrom the fighting. -
It also shows _us that Ithaca College has a long way to go until it 
produces-questioning, analytical, active citizens.' During the Vietnam 
era, students ignored thc·war at first because they we're privileged 
-eno_ogl{t9 avoj41taving_1.9,give up their fre,edo~, and possi~ly their . 
livcs:-our:campus is doil)g the sam~ thing2S')tearS late~. We study, 
party and go about our daily routines ·without 'mni~-w6rry that ·me war 
will effect us. But that is not democracy, that is riot the behavior of 
civilized, responsible citizens in a democratic republic. It is selfishness 
personified, it is apathy in action. 
Damon Linker 
Editorial Page Editor 
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LETTERS 
Students must try to prevent tuition hike 
. . 
Tothe:editor: alsoharderforstudentstogetloans .l\lill'ket itself to corporations and 
On Feb.' 21 and Feb. 22, the from banks, and federal funding is alumni. The school has to find a 
Board of Trustees is meeting to almost non-existent. The end result way to attract outside revenues al'id 
discuss a varietyofissucs. The main of all of these reductions and the I think that the Board of Trus1ces 
topic of discussion will be the capital potentially steep tuition hike is that should be examining ways to ac-
budget for 1991-92. They will also it will become virtually impossible complish that I also feel that it is 
determine what the tuition will be for some students to continue to timethatagroupofstudentslookat 
for next year. In the past two years finance their cQJlege education. the overall budget and makes rec-
the total cost of atlCnding this col- - Approximately fifty percent of ommendations on how 10 cut it 
lege has gone from $13,500 to all Ithaca College studenrs receive I think that it is very possible for 
SIS,800; an increase of almost some kind of financial aid. Not all the school to exist next year with an 
twenty percent. of us have parents that can easily eight percent increase in revenue. 
If the- board continues irs tradi- afford a high tuition bill. If the cost The overall budget for last year was 
tionof.raisingtuitionbytenpercent, isincrcasedbytentotwelvepercem, Sl05 million. A capital budget of 
the cos~ wiJJ be .about $17,400, a there is a very good chance that Sl 15 million should suffice. De-
s 1700 increase. A ten percent hike enrollment will drop and the fragile parrments should tighren their belts. 
is probably the lowest figure; it is economic diversity on this campus It is time to preserve the oppor-
entirely possible that tuition and will be shattered. The school will tunities for studenrs. It is up to the 
room and board could hit the become more aftluem and the di- studentsofthisschooltotakeaction. 
S 18,000 mark for studems living in versily of lhe student body will _' lnstcad of sittit\g at home and 
the New Hall and singles. The fact suffer. A hefly tuition hike will ~omplainingaboutlheriseiri'tuition 
thatthemimberof-applicantstothe denyalargenumberofstudentsthe it's time to do something. I am 
college has ·dropped by approxi- cbanc.e to pursue their college organizing a sit-in on Feb. 22 on the 
matelyl0%mightleadtheboardto education.Thiswouldbeatravcsty. ihird floor of Job Hall where the 
raise costs even ·higher to prevent a I realize that tuition has to go up trus:ees are meeting. If we gel 
loss in revenue: The simple fact is to meet the· higher cost of living, enough students to attend, the Board 
that the Board of Trustees will anclthecollegedoeshavctoexpand willhavetoconsidcrtheirdecision. 
probablyhavetoincreasethetuition · its services. However, in an era in' ,Wecan'ttakethcsetuitionincrcases 
at least ten to twelve percent. whichcollegesarcculling back their .. lying down. If you arc interested in 
I find that outrageous. As many services, it would seem logical that doing something about lhc rise in 
of you might be aware, New York thiscollegedothcsame. This school tuition, meet me outside the Cam· 
State is making significant reduc- is dependent on tuition for 90% of pus Center at noon. Hope to see you 
tions in its financial aid. The Regent its revenue. This figure is appalling. there. 
Scholarships have also had reduc- This college docs a remarkable 
lions and there is a possibility that job in selling itself to prospective 
the program might be scrapped. It is students; it is time for the school to 
Christopher Dyer 
History '92 
Faculty's Greek Life concern unfounded 
To the editor: students, but what we arc not sure 
It has come to my attention of is if we have given them enough 
through a letter posted last month in to properly comment about. 
the Gannett Center by the Depart- As a local social/service soror-
ment of History that there is resis- ity that is governed by the college 
tance among some of the faculty to and recognized by the Campus Life 
allow additional Greek Life on Committee, we continually strive 
campus. Although raised by a par- to inform the student body about 
ticular cfepanment and aimed at our functions not only on campus, 
oncoming Greek organizations, but also within the community. 
other faculty members have re- Today what we would like to do is 
sponded with comments regarding infonn the faculty as well, even 
not only the new ordinance to ex- those who have not expressed an 
pand Greek Life, but about the opposition to Greek Life. 
presen,Greekorganizationsaswell. We arc an organization like any 
Unfortunately, in reading these olher. We operate and offer posi-
comrnents, it is obvious that some tive outlets just as the American 
of the faculty is not infonned about Marketing Association docs, just 
the topic of Greek Life on campus, as the Public Relations Student 
and we feel that this lack of SocictyofAmericadoes,justasthe 
knowledge is partially due to Greek Peer Counselors all across campus 
Life's lack of communication. do. Weare a dual functioning group: 
We in Gamma Delta Pi realize on the one hand we offer a social 
that the faculty here at Ithaca have outlet withopponuniti~ to mix and 
every right to voice.thoir individual· meet with olhers. The J>C9ple ?fe . 
opinionsandletthembehcard.We 1diversificd, not "clones," we are 
had hoped however, that this vo- providers,not"elitists."Ontheother 
cali.i.ation' woulct have beer,i done -ban~, we arc a service group per-
from a more infonned standpoint - forming blood drives, building 
We are sure that the faculty is aware playgrounds, working with Ithacarc; 
oftheirinfluence_onimpressionablc we better the community and are 
not simply out to "chug beers and 
score with the opposite sex." 
As members of a recognized 
group we are saddene{} by our de-
nial to be acceplCd by our faculty. 
As members of the student body, 
we are disappoin!cd with certain 
faculty members' decisions to 
publicize opinions that arc some-
what misinformed. Again we real-
ize that an effort must be made on 
our part in order to expect complete 
understanding, and we hope that 
this attempt has served its purpose. 
We also know that as much as 
we strive to infonn, generalizations 
will still be made. Our intent here 
was not to persuade or discourage 
faculty from being vocal, or to deny 
them the right to express them-
selves. We realize that these opin-
ions arc the very intricacies th<-!l 
keep people and society diversified. 
We merely want to inform, to shed 
some. light on those whom we re-
spect. We can only hope that we 
.have bettered your understanding 
as io what Greek.Life is all about 
Kristina Seferian 
Accounting '93 
President of Gamma Delta Pi 
--·~, 
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WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Thursday 
February 21 
Student Government Awareness 
Week 
Varsity Men's Swimming at 
UNYSSA 's at Union College, To 
Be Announced (A) 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center, 4 p.m. 
Residential Life Reception for 
Karen Thompson, Clark Lounge, 
Campus Center, 4:30 p.m. 
Entries due for Intramural 
Wrestling Tournament, Recre-
ational Sports Office, 7 and 9:30 
p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
tion Speaker/Meeting, Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 7:30 - 9 School or Music presents Wind 
Ensemble, Ford Hall Auditorium, p.m. 
ll:30a.m. 
3 Delta Mu Delta Reception, Clark p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Meeting, Conference Room, Cam-
pus Center, 6 - 9 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presents West Side Story, 102 
Textor Hall, 2, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Lounge, Campus Center, 8 p.m. 
GALA Zap! Educational Pro-
gram, Textor 102, 8 p.m. 
Diversity Peer Educators present 
Black History: Lost, stolen or 
strayed, Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. The Roy H. Park School or Com-
munications presents OutojTime, 
by Jon Burris, Lobby Area, Main 
Entrance, all week. 
presents Die Hard 2 102 Textor Kappa Gamma Psi Meeting, 3rd Student Government Congress 
30 Fl Lo g Terrace 12A 6p m Meeting, Norih Meeting Room, Hall, 7 and 9: p.m. oor un e, • · · 'd · h 
International Programs London 
Center Interviews, Conference 
Room,CampusCenter, 10-11 a.m. 
and 5-6p.m. 
Hillel Shabbat Service, Muller 
Chapel Sanctuary, 6 p.m., followed 
by Shabbat Dinner, Terrace Dining 
Hall, 7:15 p.m. 
Interfaith Meditation, Muller J.V.andVarsityMen'sBasketball 
Chapel Sanctuary, noon. vs. Hobart, 6 and 8 p.m. (H) 
Faculty Colloquim Series 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
noon - 1:15 p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 
noon- I p.m. 
Board of Trustees Reception, 
Emerson Suites, 3:30 p.m. 
Theater Arts Department pre-
sents Ionesco One Acts Clark 
Theater, Dillingham Center, 4 p.m. 
Residential Life Presents Karen 
Thompson, Emerson Suites, Cam-
pus Center, 7:30 p.m. 
Amani Singers Black History 
Month Celebration, Clark Lounge, 
campus Center, 7 - 10 p.m. 
Dayspring Meeting, Laub Room, 
Muller Chapel, 7 - 10 p.m. 
Theater Arts Department pre-
sents Ionesco One Acts Clark 
Theater, Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Ithaca College Concerts presents 
Verdehr Trio, Ford Hall Audito-
rium, 8:15 p.m. 
Saturday 
February 23 
Women's Indoor/Outdoor Track 
and Field at NYSWCAA (A) 
Men'slndoor/OutdoorTrackand 
Field ICAC's at Rensselaer 
Polytechnic Institute (A) 
Women's Varsity Basketball at 
NYSSWCAA 's, ToBeAnnounced 
Varsity Men's Swimming at 
UNYSSA's at Union College, To 
Be Announced 
GALA Weekly Meeting, South 
MeetingRoom,CampusCenter, 7-
9 p.m. 
Residential Life Training, Friends 
Hall 103, 7 p.m. 
Senior Recital Aliki Nicholas, 
Flute, Ford Hall Auditorium, 8: 15 
p.m. 
Monday 
February 25 
VisitingWoodrowWilsonFellow, 
Frederick Heldring 
International Programs London 
Center Interviews, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, noon - I 
p.m. and 3 - 4 p.m. 
Campus Crusade for Christ 
Meeting, Laub Room, Muller 
Chapel, 7 - 8 p.m. . 
Campus Center, 8 p.m. - m1 mg t. 
English Club Meeting, Friends 
203, 8:15 p.m. 
School of Music presents 
Women's Chorale and Concert 
Band, Ford Hall Auditorium, 8:15 
p.m. 
Wednesday 
February 27 
VisitingWoodrowWilsonFellow, 
Freden·ck Heldring 
Office of Career Planning and 
Placement presents Recruiters 
from Upstate Professional Plan-
ning 
Career Planning and Placement 
Successful Interviewin2 Work-
shop, South Meeting Room, Cam-
pus Center, 10 a.m. and I p.m. 
International Programs London 
Ithaca Environmental Society Center Interviews, Conference 
Meeting, Clark Lounge, Campus Center, Campus Center, IO a.m. 
Center, 8 - IO p.m. 
Professional Development Com-
mittee Brown Bag Luncheon, 
DeMotte Room, Campus Center, 
Student Government Executive 
BoardMeeting,ConferenceRoom, 
Campus Center, 8 - 11 p.m. 
noon 
B'lack Maria Film. and Video SchoolofMusicpresentsVenfelar Bureau of Concerts Staff Meet-
llesthal--:rour;'Pmk. School Audi- Trio, Ford Hall Auditorium, IO Campus Activities Meeting, 
torium, 7 p.m. am. icng,North8 1M5ee9tin3g0Room,Campus Conference Room, Campus Cen-
enter, : - : p.m. ter, 2 - 3 p.m. Oracle Society Meeting, Friends Junior Recital Joan Hutton, 
209, 7 p.m. Saxophone, FordHallAuditorium, 
Faculty Recital Harold Reynolds, 2 p.m. -
Trombone,FordHallAuditorium, Junior Recital Margaret Wienk, 
8:15 p.m. Double Bass, Nabenhauer Room, 
Diversity Awareness Committee Ford Hall, 3 p.m. 
Film, Williams 202, 8:15 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Comedy 
Night presents Kevin James and 
Adam Ferrara, Coffeehouse/Pub, 
Campus Center, 9 p.m. 
Friday 
February 22 
LastDaytoWithdrawwitha"W" 
in Block I Courses 
~omen'sindoor/OutdoorTrack 
and Field NYSWCAA (A) 
Women's Varsity Basketball at 
NYSWCAA's, To Be Announced 
Senior Recital Terry Hicks, Voice, 
Chapel, 3 p.m. 
Junior Recital Unda Eckert, Pi-
ano, Ford Auditorium, 4 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Films 
presents Die Hard 2 , 102 Textor 
Hall, 1, 3:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m. 
Theater Arts Department pre-
sents Ionesco One Acts, Clark 
Theater, Dillingham Center, 8 p.m. 
Amani Singers Tribute to the Arts, 
Clark Lounge, Campus Center, 8 
p.m. 
Varsity Men's Basketball vs. 
Alfred, 8 p.m. (H) 
Varsity Men's Swimming at Faculty Recital, William King, 
UNYSSA's at Union College, To Clarinet, Ford Hall Auditorium, 
Be Announced (A) 8:15 p.m. 
Office or Career Planning and 
Placement presents Recruiters 
from Abbot Laboratories. 
Residential Life Workshop and 
Speaker Karen Thompson, 
Emerson Suites, Campus Center, 
9:30am. 
International Programs London 
Center Interviews, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, 11 a.m. and 
2- 3 p.m. 
Career Planning and Placement 
"HowToFindAJob"Workshop, 
South Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 1 - 2 p.m. 
Gamma qeJta Pi Invitational, 
Hillel Semi-Formal, Terrace Din-
ing Hall, 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. 
Sunday 
February 24 
Men'slndoor/OutdoorTrackand 
Field NYSCTF A Pentathalon (A) 
Visiting Woodrow Wilson Fellow, 
Frederick Heldring, TBA 
Catholic Community Mass, 
Muller Chapel, 10:15 a.m., I and 9 
p.m. 
Protestant Community Services 
. with Lutheran Chicago Folk 
~. Muller Chapel Sanctuary, 
Catholic Community Parish 
Council Meeting, Laub Room, 
Muller Chapel, 8 p.m. 
Gulf Crisis Vigil Prayer Service, 
Main Chapel, 4 - 5 p.m. 
Hillel Purim Holiday Service, 
Muller Chapel, 7 p.m. Tuesday 
February 26 Judicial Affairs Alcohol Educa-tion Seminar, DeMotte Room, 7 -
VisitingWoodrowWilsonFellow, 9 p.m. 
Frederick Heldring African-Latino Society Black 
History Month Discussion Clark 
Lounge, Campus Center, 7 - 9:30 
p.m. 
International Programs London 
Center Interviews, Conference 
Room, Campus Center, 9 a.m. and 
1-2p.m. 
Interfaith Yoga, Muller Chapel 
Sanctuary, noon 
Career Planning and Placement 
Resume Writing Workshop, 
South Meeting Room, Campus 
Center. noon - I p.m. 
American Marketing Association 
Executive Board Meeting, Con-
ference Room, Campus Center, 
noon - 1 p.m. 
Student Activities Board Meet-
ing, North Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, noon - 1:15 p.m. 
Support Group for Those with 
Family and Friends in Countries 
Affected by the War ,sponsored by 
the Counseling Center, DeMotte 
Room, 5:15 - 6:30 p.m. 
Delta Mu Delta Induction, 
Klingenstein Lounge, Campus 
Center, 6 p.m. 
Inter-Fraternity Council Meet-
ing, Terrace 9A Lounge, 6:30 p.m. 
American Production & Inven-
tory Control Society Meeting, 
South Meeting Room, Campus 
Center, 7 p.m. 
Financial Management Associa-
SAB Special Events Meeting, 
Conference Room, Campus Cen-
ter, 8p.m. 
African-Latino Society presents 
Nathan &Julie Hare, Textor 101, 
7:30p.m. 
IC After Dark taping, Pub/Cof-
feehouse, 8:30 - 9 p.m. 
Communications 
Announcement 
Applications for entrance into The 
Park School of Communications 
will be due at noon on Monday, 
February 25. 
The following applications will~ 
accepted: 
1. Students from any school may 
apply for the following Major pro-
grams: Cinema and Photography, 
Corporate Communications, Film, 
Photography and Visual Arts, Me-
dia Studies, and Television/Radio. 
2. Applications from Communica-
tions majors who wish to apply for 
a Business Minor. 
3. Applications from students who 
wish to apply for the following mi-
nor programs:- Advertising/Public 
Relations, Audio Production, Cor-
porate Communications, Media 
Studies, Scriptwriting, Still Pho-
tography. 
Note: Students may apply for one 
major only. 
The Roy H. Park School of 
Communications is now accept-
ing applications for it's various 
scholarships. Application forms 
will be available beginning Tues-
day, Feb. 26 at the reception office 
of the Park building, Room 326. 
Business School 
Announcement 
H&S studentswhowanttoapply 
for the Business Minor can pick 
up applications and information 
on elegibility in the H&S Advis-
ing Office (Muller 214). Applica-
tions are due back in the H&S Ad-
vising Office by Thursday, March 
Fellowships 
The Poynter Institute for Media 
Studies is offereing a Fellowship 
in print journalism for new col-
lege graduates. Includes $1500 
award and professional training 
during six weeks,June 17-261991 
designed to help someone become :i 
newspaper reporte_r. Mass Com-
munication majors are not eligible. 
Further infonnation and applica-
tion forms are available through the 
H&s Office of Academic Ad vicing, 
Muller 214. Deadline: March 15, 
1991. 
Around Town 
Suicide Prevention and Crisis 
Service is recruiting volunteers 
to be trained to staff 24 hour 
crisis line. For more information 
call 272-1505, ask for the crisis 
line manager. 
Applications are now available 
for qulaif"aed craftspeople who 
wish to partidpate in the 1991 
Ithaca Festival. Application 
deadline, Fri. March 15. 
Smoke Stoppers will offer an 
information session on Wednes-
day, Feb. 27, BOCES, conference 
room of the Educational Services 
Building, 5:30 p.m. 
The B'nai B'rith Hillel Founda-
tion presents a concert or 
Klezmer music. Saturday, March 
2, 8 p.m. Kaufmann Auditorium. 
Tickets cost $4, $3 and are 
available at G-34, Anabel Taylor 
Hall. 
The Elementary and Middle 
School Auditorium PTO's and 
the Trumsburg AIDS Advisory 
Committee sponsors"Talking 
about AIDS:A Program for 
Parents and Children." Thurs-
day, Feb 21, 7:30 - 9:30 at 
Trumansburg Middle School 
Auditorium. 
How to get your 
announcements in 
"What's Happening" 
Send notices of events 
and activites to "What's 
Happening," The Ithacan, 
Park School of Communi-
cations, Room 269. Be 
sure to include time, date 
and location, and a phone 
number of a contact 
person., Send items at 
least one week before 
they are to appear. 
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Taking 'A Taste of Africa v 
By Beth Roundy 
In Liberia, more than one mil-
lion of the 2.3 million citizens have 
been displaced, half of them flee-
ing to neighboring countries to es-
cape the terror of the war in their 
country which leaves the people of 
Liberia in the middle. 
On Saturday night in Il.haca, 
over 500 people packed Emerson 
Suites to show their support. for 
these refugees by auending a 
benefit. 
"A Taste of Africa"transfonned 
the banquet room into a small 
center of African culture. Masks 
and flags hung on the walls while 
African music played soflly in the 
background. An aroma of rich 
African dishes filled the room 
while models, along with mem-
bers of I.he audience showed off 
African fashions. 
The evening was scheduled to 
begin at 7 p.m. with a dinner buf-
fet. The doors opened at seven, but 
the buffet was delayed while 
members of the African-Latino 
Society, which co-sponsored the 
event with the Office of Student 
Affairs and Campus Life, set up 
extra chairs to accomodatc the 
crowd. 
After everyone was in the doors, 
and the additional scats were in 
place, Diane Spann, president of 
ALS, made some welcoming re-
marks. "We're trving to make 
everyone comfortable," Spann 
said. "But if you're not, try and 
be," she said, laughing. People 
were sent to the bt1ffet by table to 
receive a plate piled with-African 
. 990. He had checked the papers of 
some people and found them 10 be 
okay. Later, the rebels came and 
said the people's papers were not in 
order, and took them, along with 
Vezelc and his famtly. 
Two of the prisoners were cho-
sen randomly by the rebels and shot 
in front of the others. The rest were 
made to strip and put in a room to be 
interrogated. The rebels found that 
the claims that these people were 
working against them were untrue 
and relca'>ced them subsequently. 
Tiiat night, without the knowledge 
of any of the townspeople, Vezcle 
fled to a refugee camp outside 
Liberia. 
Vczelc ended his speech by say-
ing that refugees from Liberia arc 
unable to buy food due to Lhc high 
cost, and urged the audience 10 do 
what they could to help. _ 
Ithacan/Becca Dallinger 
Models don elaborate African costumes In Emerson Suites last Saturday as part of "A Taste of 
A fashion show highlighted the 
evening, narrated by Kolu Zigbi. 
The show presented some of the 
styles worn in Africa . 
. Africa," a benefit for war-ravaged Liberians. 
The basic unit of clothing is 
called a lappa, which is a wrap-
around cloth with no hooks or fas-
teners, only folds which make the 
looks unique. 
cuisine. The more unusual dishes 
boasted names like Upcountry Col-
lard Grccns,J ollofRicc and Matoke. 
At about 9 p.m. Faith Stemstein, 
a Liberian Ithaca College Alum-
nus, and organizer of the event 
str~sed lheprogram's intention to 
help the refugees in Liberia. 
The program began with a 
Liberian cultural dance, perfonned 
by native Liberians Theresa 
Gborkorgucllie and Massa 
Talawoly. The women had chalk 
painted faces and wore traditional 
"lappas" and tie-dyed skirts. They 
danced to a rythmic, pulsing beat in 
the steps taught at the Sande Soci-
ety bush school. 
Following the dance, a Liberian 
refugee, Momo V ezcle, spoke about 
his experience in Liberia. A tall, 
thin bearded man dressed in a flow-
ing black gown decorated with an 
intricate white pattern, Vczele said 
he had been an employee for a min-
ing company m Liberia. 
to the city where the mining com-
pany was located in the hopes that 
the mine would reopen. When it 
became evident that this would not 
happen, V ezelesaid he left his house 
and everything in it to join his fam-
ily. 
The fashions displayed the many 
ways a lapa can be worn. Some of 
them were the lraditional one piece 
wraps, while others were combi-
nations of shin and skirt or pants, 
which evolved from the Lraclition:il 
\apa. 
When the counuy went to war, 
the mi·ning company shutdown and 
Vezcle took his wife and children 
to his hometown. He then returned 
When his town was attacked by 
freedom fighters, Vezelc was ap-
pointed "town commander" by the 
rebels. As town commander, it was 
his duty to check the papers of 
people entering and leaving the 
town. The incident that made him 
leave Liberia occured in July of 
Zigbi said that ·the- clothes-rep; 
resent the solidarity of a family or 
village. Around 
· See "Africa," page 15 
Living Colour shows 
their energy at Cornell 
By Adam Riemer 
They may not be glamour boys, but they 
arc always dancing and always laughing. 
They arc the energetic and politically aware 
members of Living Colour. 
The silhouettes of all four members of 
Living Colour appeared on stage amid the 
theatrical fog and green and blue lights. 
Throughout the concen, the fog was over-
used and the light show was simple, yet the 
crowd was there for the message within the 
music and not neccesarily the special ef-
fects. 
When asked in an interview, aired on 
WICB before the concert, about their music, 
·corey Glover the lead singer for the band 
replied, "What came out on the record was 
what was important to us at the time. I guess 
a lot of people check out our lyrics and 
experience itas being political, but for us it is 
just our daily lives. These arc the things that 
we are confronted with everyday." 
The group's desire to inform their listen-
ers of modem problems is evident in such 
music and vivid personalities. Lead guitarist 
Vernon Reid with his tic-dyed shirt, brightly 
colored pants and high top sneakers, con-
nected beautifully with the rest of the band. 
During the pcrformanceof"Elvis is dead," 
the entire crowd jumped to their feet, waving 
their arms and chanting the refrain "Elvis is 
dead." Lead vocalist Corey Glover used his 
chordless mic and ran up and down the front 
of the stage and shook hands with fans in the 
ftrst few rows. 
The opening band, Urban Dance Squad, 
did basically the same thing, but to a greater 
extent. Their loud mp style music drove the 
crowd out of their chairs, waving their arms. 
The band's enthusiasm in performances of 
songs such as "Deeper Shade of Soul" drove 
some audience members onto the stage to 
dance with the band. 
In reference to their opening act, Glover 
said "They're phenomenal, especially live. 
They kick like crazy live." 
....__.... ___ ......, ____ ..__...,...._-,----,--:--• songs as "Someone Like You." This song 
Ithacan/Tom Arunder was written in response to an incident that 
Lead singer for living Colour Corey Glover belts out music for fans at Cornell. occured a few years ago in New York. Police 
After the forty minutes of Urban Dance 
Squad, Living Colour performed for an hour 
and a half. Their set began with a fantastic 
performance of "Type" in which Glover 
powerfully sang, "We arc the children of 
Concrete and steel... everything that goes 
around comes around." The spirited set 
also included the unique tune, "Love Rears 
its Ugly Head." During this song, fans in the 
first row tried to grab Glover's leg while 
some jumped up on stage to dance with the 
band, and then dove back into the crowd. 
I officers were accused of killing young blacks REVIEW under "suspicious circcumstanccs." _ "Just knowing that that can happen in 
society totally blew my mind .. .It never 
· · D d II h · occurcd to me that cops or that people could During the performance of Elvis IS ea , . t e entlfe actually do that," Muzz Skillings, the 
crowd jumped to their feet, waving their arms and chant- bass player for the band, said about the writ-
1• ng the refr".l~n 11Elvis is dead. II Lead vocalist Corey Glover ing of lhis song. "It was kind oflike a call for a1. people to wake up and be more scnitive to 
used his chordless mike and ran up and down the front of each other." 
Charisma emanated from the dreadlocked 
the stage. foursome with their fancy costumes, loud 
The band tries hard and succeeds in por-
traying a message to their fans. Just as their 
song, "Cult of Personality says, "We want to 
talk right down to you in a language that 
everybody here can easily understand." 
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(!) !1 r,"..;Zr: --11 r- f'""'\ . • Quirky CCOIDICS set 
tro make IC iaugh 
By Cindy Rouch 
One started in comedy mowing lawns to 
earn money for a root canal. The other 
entered the business to meet women. Kevin 
James and Adam Ferrara test their comedic 
talent tonight, Feb.21, at a comedy double-
header in the Pub. 
James has appeared at various clubs and 
colleges, on MTV'sHalflfourComedy Hour 
and recently opened for Hot Tuna at the 
Palace Theatre in New Haven, Connecticut. 
Although the 25 year old is a rookie in the 
business, his acts rival those of seasoned 
veterans. 
His act will consist of "observational hu-
mor" and attempts to make people remember 
their childhoods and say "Oh! I did that!" 
James graduated with a degree in sports 
management from SUNY Cortland, but ad-
mits his real major was "alcohol." 
James discovered many advantages to 
working in the chuckle business. He said, "It 
allows me to drink on stage while I work. I 
can wake up at noon and only work for half an 
hour at night." 
This wild and crazy guy enjoys mowing 
lawns while wearing white pants and basting 
meatloaf. One of his life long dreams is to 
create some of the molding you sec above 
doorways. This wackiness results from his 
admiration of Jerry Seinfeld, Bob Nelson, 
and Richie Minervini. 
James is himself a newcomer, but he of-
fered some advice for those trying to break 
into comedy. 
He said, 'Tm going through it myself. 
You can't prepare for it really. When you 
fail, pick yourself up and try again. Just shoot 
for your dreams and prepare to drink a lot." 
Twenty-five year old Ferrara makes up 
the second half of the show. Along with 
dozens of clubs and colleges, he has several 
television and theatre performances under 
0.'P. 
his belt. These include appearances on 
Stand-Up Comedy, Wise Guys Tonight, and 
Showtime 's Edge Gel Comedy Special. 
Ferrara is also an on-air radio personality 
on WPDH, and in 1989 he beat out stiff 
competition to win tl1c New York National 
Lampoon Comedy Contest. -
Ferrara describes his act as "a thunderdome 
of comedy" and a "laugh orgasm." He docs 
a lot of playing with the crowd and covers 
family material. 
"I like comedy because it's quick. You do 
it and the audience lets you know if it's funny 
or not," he said. 
Ferrara graduated from Marist College as 
a theatre major. He also studied improvisa-
tion with Rob Bartlett and the Back Alley 
Untouchables and with Martin Friedberg at 
The Improvisation. 
He picked up the Meisner Acting Tech-
nique at Gateley-Poole Studios and learned 
comedy improvisation from Joan SL Onge 
and the Eastside Players. 
If it weren't for comedic influence from 
idols Richard Pryor, Rodney Dangerfield, 
and Jackie Gleason, Ferrara would "probably 
be the fry boy at Roy Rogers." Right now 
he's content enjoying his hobbies of dwarf 
tossing, blender repair, and full-contact 
Yatzcc. 
Despite the laughs, comedy has its dis-
advantages. Ferrara said, "You do a lot of 
traveling and you don't get to sec your family 
very much." 
Ferrara had a few pointers for those trying 
to hit the stand-up scene. He said, "Stay out 
of the business! Get a degree and a real 
job ... raise a family." 
James and Ferrara will begin the SAB/ 
Senior class sponsored event at 9 
p.m.,Thursday in the Pub/Coffeehouse. The 
event is part of the week long Winterfest 
Photo by Schutzer/Gabriner 
A photo still from 'Knowing Her Place' demonstrates the stark differences In culture. 
Films portray women's hardships 
By Melissa Moske Indu Krishnan will be present during the 
Over the next three months, Ithaca Col- showing of the film. Following the screening 
lege will celebrate a decade of feminist film she will lead a discussion to answer any 
and video with the program Women DirecL questions raised during the film. 
Women Direct is a collection of fifms and Krishnan, an independent film producer, 
videos with female directors. Each week a has directed documentaries as well a<; com-
different theme is focused on.centering on a mercial features broadcast on national tclc-
female interpretation of the various subjects. vision. She received her M.A. degree in media 
This year's films are geared toward show- studies at the New School for Social Research; 
ing depictions of women of various countries, her B .F.A degree in video, photography, and 
such as India, Canada, Great Britain, the computer graphics at Parsons School of De-
Mid-East, Asia, Latin America and Mexico. sign, and her B.A. degree in cognitive psy-
Thc first week of the program, the films chology at the University of Delhi, India. 
dealt withwomcnintheMiddleEastand how The second film to be shown next week is 
they are adapting to the many and constant Women's Movements, directed by Annetc 
culturalandpoliticalchanges. This past week Barbier. This film shows various images of 
censorship of feminist video was explored. women in India in the process of typical 
On March 6, two films centering on the household tasks. The film also includes some 
politics of Indian and American women commentary on Barbier herself as a working 
traveling between cultures will be presented. artist and mother. 
Knowing Her Place, directed by lndu The series of films and videos will run 
Krishnan, is an intense investigation of the every Wednesday, except for March 13, at 
conflicts many immigrants, primarily women, 7p.m. in the Park Audiotorium. Admission is 
come into contact with. ____ f_rce_a_n_d ~I shows arc open to the public. 
ANNOUNCING THE GR-R-R-RAND 
RE-OPENING OF~ 
15. ~ee, ON THE MEZZANINE 
ATIRVLEWIS 
WE REFURBISHED, WE STOCKED UP; AND 
WE ARE READY FOR SPRING 
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: TRAVELING? ~ 
Cl=NtnR~ 
SENIORS 
Reservations 
for 
Graduation Weekend 
Dinners 
are now being taken 
at Ithaca's 
two best restaurantso 
"Home of New York State Dining" • 272-6484 
~ 
I ~ 
I Leave your planning to the o ! Ithaca Travel Outlet~ 
I Your tima Is valuable. ITO piovldes you with a one stop source for tha lowest : 
I available fares. We can meet all of your travel needs Including: airfare. hotel, ., 
I and ccr rentals. Special discounts ure available to students and educators. I] 
I Book early for the lowest avatlable fares. Don't delay. r;lva U9-a call [] a I B 
: ~> •::- : ~ i -. I ( SJ 272-6962! 
I 'A ~ l 20 N. Aurora St. I 
: ( 1 floor above 1he Fisherman) : 
~--------------------------~ Let us help you get a start on your 
Spring Break tan at.a 
TAN~zu 
SPECIAL ® 10 Ses:~~s~s $45 ~ 
Mon-Fri 8am-1 Opm ~ 
Sat & Sun 9am-8pm 
Expires 2128/91 Call 272-5598 609 W. Clinton St. 
~ Last Chance to get tickets to 
HYPNOTIST JAMES MAPES! 
Journey Into The Imaginatiorz Through Hypnosis 
DATE: Sunday, February 24 / PLACE: Emerson Suites/ TIME : 8:00 p.mo 
TICKETS ON SALE: $3.00 -Friday, 10 a.m .. to 2 porno ill1l Campus Center 
-remaining tickets will be sold at the dOOiro 
WilNirIEIFl1FIE~1r .,, You Can Never Be 'lroo Coon 
• ,, .... ~ ... 1 • ~ ., .: " ' ., '• ' ~ • ' 
I 
1 
,t 
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A little soap and a·tittle htiltlor 
- . - . - : -- Ithacan'/ Tom 'Arundel 
Molly Nichols, portrayed by Christine Decker, films a scene for ;.-S_emesters," an ICB-TV'produetlon .. 
. . , ' . 
Life at mythical Ashton College 
becomes real weekly TV fare· 
'Semesters' premieres on ICB~ TV- after a year uf planning 
'IC After Dark': 
A.brand of humor 
with a college twist 
By Beverly Goodman 
Dan Nocera wanted to bring a "This year I want to 
different kind of humorto ICB-TV refine it; make it more 
last year; so he created /C After polished." 
Dark, Ithaca's only live comedy __ Dan Nocera, 
show. 
"I was interested in the idea of a . ICB-TV producer 
live comedy show ... to move away off guard" with the question "Where 
from the studios, away from Park," were you when you first heard the 
Noccrasaid, "Therewasarcalspacc Swedish supergroup Abba?" 
[on ICB-TVJ for a show that com- Holland isdrcssedinanoulfithc 
bined live comedy wiJh video pro- says _is ''reminiscent of Abba, but 
duced comedy segments." - . even more bizarre than that" In 
IC After Dark bas a format that addition to the unusual garb, Hol-
is what Nocera ca1ls ''college hu- land carries a huge tub of Skippy 
mor." Itbasedaroundal_i;veperfor- peanut butter, ·~ror absolutely no 
mance, and c~ntai~s_p~~ges s~ch reason." 
- as parodies of coirul}ercials, re- -He enjoys the reactions he gets 
poncrs that do,ci;m1edy pjec¢~ and from people, whether they are to his 
other tal~nL · . . - - , . outfit. his props or the question he 
Tom Costimtino1s."Man on the · is asking. · 
Street" returns for another semes- . Thrceepisodesof/CAfterDark 
tcr. Costantino _describes himself were taped last year, and another 
as "the goofball of the show." three will be taped and aired this 
By Jim Fenno 
Witlf Nocera on camera, semester. Nocefl! said he chose to 
Costantin·o searches the campus for do just three half-hour segments so 
answers to his question. Previous he could "put more time into [each] 
questions have ranged from "If you show." 
The story follows three subplots we have. [Semesters] is a great ere- could say anything to all ofIC, what- "Last year I just tried to figure 
and 18 distinct characters through ation," Doty said. would it be?" to "Which Brady outtheshowitself ... howtoproduce An IC television production team 
had the college lifestyle in mind 
when they created Semesters last 
spring. 
their lives on the fictitious Ashton Theshow'sproductionplanuses Bunch member lost his/her virgin- it efficiently. This year I want to 
College campus. on-campus and local taping with ity first?" refine it, make it more polished," 
The writers for the series, all IC two cameras. Producers arc count- The answers are as varied as the Nocera said. 
A seven-student production 
team, in collaboration with the Park 
School's telecommunications en-
students, want to "combine classic ing on the high quality production questions. ''People give us answers Allstudentsarewlecometohelp 
drama with an adventurous twist," techniques to make Semesters !he for 47 minutes- - they think they're him do this. JC After Dark tapes in 
the Semesters team said. So far. most talked-about soal? to h~t ICB- ·00 Newscene," Costantino joked. the Pub. 
:we a:re·verjpleased "--
-With what we have. 
[Semesters] is a great 
creation. 
_ writets have completed eight epi- · -TV. When asked a question concerning The first taping is this Wednes-
sodesthat willairthis semester,and Semeste_rs con~lude_s with the NCR ac_ronym, one student re- day, F~b. 27-_ Rhythm Pigs will be 
work has begun on next year's thoughtful mfonnauon bites that sponded with a four minute dis-· lhe featured band. There will also 
lineup. say somethi~g ah?ut to~icsr~levan~ - course o~ the dynamics of the Gulf be a stand-up comedian, and other 
Head writer George Doty, along to college life, mdud_m? up~. on , war and its effec~ on the American talent and packages that will be 
withjuniorsFredFoquetandSandy safe sex, teen pregnancy .~dalco-- economy.-· - : . _.,-. ~ :-.shown>- · · ,_ 
-George Doty 
ginccrs, worked to com oine unique 
shooting styles and a creative 
storyline for the soap opera which 
premieres this week on ICB-TV. 
Gordon eagerly_ began ihe _ pre- holism. New to the show is "Pat ': : JC After Dark can be seen 
production process after their show The show airs Sundays at 8:30 Holland's Wonderful World." The -:._Thllr'Sday nightsat 7 p.m. The first 
pTrVopo. sal gain~ a~proval by_ ~~B-, P·"}.· op, C~.n~I l~:-3:n~ __ ever~ (~t epi~e,featute~ f~ Hp\Iand three episodes-to be aired will be 
V{ednesday at 7_ p.m. on Campus roaming-· the -lthaca -eonege cam- from last year, and the new three 
"We are very pleased with what Channel 6. pus, attempting to "catch someone will follow. 
Diversity Film &ries 
et ... .. , 
2/21 8: 15 p.m. 
Williams 202 (Science Bldg) 
"Ida B. Wells: A Passionfor Justice· 
2/28 8:15 p.m. 
Philps Room of Muller Chapel 
·campus Intolerance· 
Each presentation will last approximately 
one hour with discussion to follow. 
Sponsored by the Diversity Awareness Committee 
Counselors 
Make Memories ... 
... at our prestigious Pocono Mountain Camp. We have 
openings for the following: General Cou!"sel~rs •. HAM 
. Radio Electronics, Sewing, Rifelry, Tennis, Tn1>,ping, Dance, 
Horseback Riding, all sports. Please call or write t?: 
TRAILS END CAMP 
1714 Wantagh Avenue 
Wantagh, NY 11793 
(516) 781-5200 
A STIMULATING EXPERIENCE: 
• • ~ I, " • : • : '• '.J .,• -1: I i ·, : • I ~ '' .! • I .• 
- (If you've never 47 U 'd; come to JCPenney !nd1earrfhow, Whife supplies la~t. get a-rree T-shirt with any 471 I purchase.) 
. ·; .::::- _. --~ ~ - . ' 
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PlliggiDg,iitto the; pOwer of persuasion 
IC student 
develops his 
tricks of the trance 
By Scott Gaffney 
You are hallucinating, and begin 
floating above your chair, intoxi-
cated by some unknown drug. A 
sensation of heat overcomes you, 
and you tug at your clothes, letting 
your body breathe. You are flying, 
and suddenly you notice that from 
some strange darkness, spaceships 
are emerging, and soon you find 
yourself conversing with aliens. 
No psychedelic drugs involv_ed 
here, simply hypnotism. And IC 
senior Dan Snopek, a business 
management major, is your hyp-
notist. 
:i. In his sophomore year, Snopek 
attended an annual show in the 
Emerson Suites with renowned 
hypnotist James Mapes, who will 
~ppear this Sunday at 8 p.m. in the 
Emerson Suites. 
"When I saw him, I was just so 
~ed and enchanted and thought 
it (hypnotism) was a supernatural 
power. I was just really ·curious. I 
thought I could hypnotize all the 
women to love me," Snopek said 
sue hypnotism. Mapes selected 20 had not written a word. Carroll 
students from around the nation to went to Snopek. 
joinhimataworkshopinConnecti-. "He came to me, and I hypno-
cut, and Snopek was among them. tizedhim to write it He wrote a five 
After attending the clinic in Nov. page paper in 20 minutes," said 
1988, Snopek began to practice his Snopek who added with a laugh, "I 
hypnotic craft on friends in Landon don't know how he did on it, but he 
Hall. With Snopek's help, Eric was pretty happy al the time he 
Alcera, a sophomore and now wrote it." Carroll said that he "was 
president of Landon Hall, wentto a able to do the paper non-sl.()p. I 
heavy metal rock concert -- in his literally couldn't stop writing." 
head. Carroll got an "A." 
"I went under, and he asked me . Snopek also helped a friend 
if I wanted to go somewhere," said overcome her intense fear of public 
Alcera, who then proceeded to speaking, and has experienced 
"experience" the band Queensryche marginal success with helping oth-
in concert. "He would snap his fin- ers quit smoking and lose weight. 
gers, and I'd feel drunk." Alcera Snopeck's most frightening ex-
said Snopek snapped his fingers pericnce with hypnotism? "When I 
again, and the effect was 10 times was first starting, and pretty new to 
greater. "I felt drunk, but not sick." the game, I did past-life regression. 
· Snopek said that though he lhypnotizedawomanfromLandon 
doesn'thaveanyclairvoyantpower · Hall'to go back into her past life, 
(able to read minds) , he has been and she enjoyed it so much, she 
experimenting on his own. . wouldn't come out of it. So I sweet 
In one particular game called talked her back for two hours." 
"Outburst," in which people have . Sl)opeksaid that there was never 
to say whatever ·comes to mind, any danger that the subject would 
Snopek said, ''I was concentrating remain in her past life, because she 
· on the mim~ •John Jackson' -- re- would eventually fall asleep, and 
ally no one significant. One of the upon awaking, be back in her nor-
other teammates happened to say it mal state,· According to Snopek, 
I thought' that was kind of interest- there is no actual proof that past 
ing, yet it could be coincidence." lives exist, for the subconscious 
"Everybody used to· think it was crap, but these 
three students used to get really hypnotized. 
They barked like dogs and acted like kids." 
may be powerful enough to create a 
past life. 
Yearning for more hypnotic 
knowledge and abilities, Snopek 
contacted the International Society 
for Professional Hypnotists.and last 
summer before his senior year, he 
attended a convention in Boston. 
with a laugh. . 
After seeing Mapes, Snopek 
wrote a short essay to the hypnotist 
explaining why. he wanted to pur-
-Adam Weis 
Friends began to see th~ poten-
tial in Snopek's abilities. IC senior 
Avery Carroll had a five- page En-
glish paper' due the next day and 
The youngest person in a crowd 
with an average age of "about 55," 
Snopek had the opportunity to meet 
a number of notable hypnotists. 
'They kind of took me under their 
wing. At a banquet, I ended up 
sitting at the head table. 
" By going to the Boston clinic, 
I learned how much I didn't know. 
It's much deeper than making 
people quack like ducks and hallu-
cinate." 
Snopeck insists that most hyp-
like kids." 
Snopek said that much valu-
able mind power is not tapped in the 
United States. He feels that medi-
cine is a field that could be greatly 
enhanced by hypnotism. 
"'The future of medicine will 
not just be scientific, but will in-
clude spiritual and mental aspects 
acan / om Arundel 
Dan Snopek explains what hypnotism can do to people. 
no lists who guarantee overnight ~well.I find this the most enlight-
resultsareonly"fly-by-night" types. ening part of hypnotism. I met a 
"To guarantee you can quit smok- gentleman who performed an ap-
ing in one session? It's very rare pendectomy without anesthesia. 
that would occur," Snopek said. For now Snopek said, "I am ha-
Most of his friends think hyp- sicallyanentertainmenthypnotist." 
notism is "a lot of baloney," but he But following graduation, he be-
lets them believe what they want. . lieves· he may either enter the field 
Snopek feels that "a lot of people ofparapsychologyorbecomeafull-
don't believe in hypnosis because time hypnotist, and see if he can 
there's really nothing to believe in. help people, especially with medi-
lt exists." cine. 
"Everybody used to think it was "There's a lot more for me to 
crap," said Snopck's housemate learn," he said. "There's a lot I'd 
Adam Weis, "but these three stu- like to know. I'll stick with hypno-
dents used to get really hypnotized. tism atleastasahobby. But at most, 
They barked like dogs and acted I'll dive right into it" 
and Senior Class Present 
·.a·- hilarious night of comedy with : 
As seen on Showtime's Comedy Club Network 
As seen on MTV's Half Hour Comedy Hour 
0 TONIGHT !· IN THE PUB/COFFEEHOUSE 
o 9· fM 
... , ... -
0 UNDER AND OVER ADMITTED 
/-: ... ?; • ":' - -~ . __ .-
0 FREE_ .. ADMISSION 
.0 _WINTERFEST 1991 
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UJLoAoStory0 breeds 
a bizarre comedy 
By Joel Fenster 
With the passing of Valentine's Day, love 
remains in the air for a while-- particularly al 
the movies. 
Steve Martin's new film LA. Story em-
bodies the romantic sappiness of last Thurs-
day. The film is a warm, witty, and whimsical 
look at relationships that also takes some pot 
shots at California lifestyles. 
The story revolves around wacky weath-
ennan Harris Telemacher (Martin), a man so 
nutty that he doesn't bother lo report on 
weekends because the weather never changes. 
His life doesn't seem to be going ·anywhere 
until he meets Sarah McDowcl (Victoria 
Tennent), a British journalist writing a piece 
on Los Angeles while trying lO reconcile 
with her ex-husband. 
Harris dumps his girlfriend, Trudi, (Marilu 
Benner) and tries to woo Sarah. In the pro-
cess, he starts to date SanDcE* -- that's how 
shespcllsit--(played by SarahJes.sicaParker), 
an overactive, hyper, air head who is about 
half of Harris' age. 
Rather than following a conventional 
narrative, the film is more a series of events 
strung together to get to an inevitable outcome. 
Most of these events are hysterical thanks to 
Martin's vivid imagination. 
When SanDeE* wants to eat at a new 
French restaurant (pronounced Lee-Dec-Oh, 
r but spelled L'Idiot), Harris obliges by trying 
to make reservations. However, he is subject 
to a credit rating check at the Fourth Reich 
Bank of Hambourg where the maitre'd of 
L'Idiot (Patrick Stewart of TV's Star Trek: 
The Nexr Generation) subjects Harris to an 
intense interrogation. 
In another scene, when Harris gives Sarah 
a tour of a cemetary, they chance upon a 
gravedigger (Rick Moranis). The three char-
Movie 
Review 8 
L.A. Story 
The Ithacan rates movies from 
1 to 10, with 10 being the best. 
The film is a warm, witty, 
and whimsical look at 
relationships that also 
takes some pot shots at 
California lifestyles 
acters then enact a send-up of Hamlet's fa-
mous grave-side scene. 
The relationships that Harris has with the 
three women are nicely developed, and the 
characters act in a very three-dimensional 
way. 
Marilu Henner gives Trudi such an ob-
noxious attitude that one can't wait for Harris 
to dump her. Parker is so bubbly in her role 
that she almost becomes tiresome. Luckily 
the actress brings a naive edge to what is 
essentially a stereotype. 
Martin and Tennant exude a charming 
chemistry that gives the film an added spark. 
This may be due to the fact that the two arc 
married in real life. 
Sarah has almost no knowledge about 
L.A. and Harris claims to know it all. The 
funny part is that our protagonist docs have 
the city pegged correctly. The only things 
February21,1991 
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Movie listings·· 
February 22-28 
SAB WEEKEND MOVIES 
phone 274-3383 
Ole Hard 2 -° Fri. & Sat. 7, 9:30 
Ole Hard -- Sat. 1, 3:30 
Blind Date -- Sun. 2, 7, 9:30 
HOYT'S AT PYRAMID MALL 
phone 257-2700 
Green Card -- Daily 3:50, 6:50, 9:55; Sat. 
& Sun. matinees at 12:50 
L.A. Story-- Daily 3:50, 7:30,9:50; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at12:45 
The SIience of the lambs -- Daily 4:10, 
7:10, 9:50; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1 :1 0 
Homa Alone -- Daily 3:40, 6:40, 9:30; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 12:40 
King Ralph -- Daily 4:20, 7:20, 9:45; Sat. 
& Sun. matinees at 1 :20 
Scenes from a Mall -- Daily 4, 7, 9:40; 
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 1 
Dances with Wolves -- Daily 4:30, 8; Sat. 
& Sun. matinees at 12:30 
that take the weathennan by surp~ arc 
Sarah's appearcnce and a freeway sign that 
tries to get Harris and Sarah together. 
The sign is an important part of the film in 
that it helps Harris with his quest and also 
embodies the wackiness of Los Angeles. 
(The sign thinks it was reincarnated from a 
bagpipe.) 
The only drawback the film may have is 
the hyper over-editing that plagues the first 
part of the film. Things seem to move much 
too quickly for what is supposc<l to be such a 
laid-back and mclJow city. 
Martin tends lo have a problem coming up 
with conventional narratives and realistic 
situations. His style doesn't lend itself to that 
Nothing but Trouble -- Daily 3; Sat. & 
Sun. additional show at 4:45 
FALL CREEK 
phone 272-1256 
Mr. and Mrs. Bridge -- Daily 7:15, 9:35; -
Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2:15, 4:35 
The Gritters -- Daily 7: 10, 9:30; Sat. & 
Sun. matinees at 2:10, 4:30 
Allee -- Daily 7:20, 9:30; no matinees 
The Neverendlng Story II / Box Office 
Bunny -- Sat. & Sun. matinees only 2:20, 
4:30 
CINEMA POLIS 
phone 272-1256 
Hamlet -- Daily 7, 9:35; Sat. & Sun. 
matinees at 2, 4:35 
The Field -- Daily 7:15, 9:40; Sat. & Sun. 
matinees at 2:15, 4:40 
STATE THEATER 
phone 273-2781 
Sleeping with the Enemy -- Daily 7:15, 
9:30; Sat. & Sun. matinees at 2 
He Said, She Said -- Daily 7:15, 9:30; Sat._ 
& Sun. matinees at 2 
and Martin makes it work to his advantage.-
The wackiness rivals the situations in 
Roxanne. 
The relationships are placed on the fringe 
of whimsy in what is a sea ofinsanity, where 
there are two lines atan automated bank teller 
-- one for people making withdrawals and 
one for people robbing the people making 
withdrawals. 
As Harris says, "There's someone out 
there for everyone, even if you need a pickaxe, 
compass, and night goggles to find them." 
If you firmly believe this, as both Harris 
and Sarah do, then you will probably enjoy 
this very entcnaining and slightly insightful 
film. 
for the Students ... By t e_-:Sto 
.....-------. 
,fi wareness W'. eek 
February 18th - 22nd 
274-3377 
_-...... _ 
9 
,, -.-~-- ______ ._. -
Prize Give Aways & Disc~unts! 
3rd Floor, 
Campus Center -
February 21, 1991 
Hailing Africa's·--
~ultural heritage 
"Africa," continued from page 9 
celebration times, the people will coordinate 
their outfits so they arc all wearing the same 
print. 
The clothes of Africa use bright colors and 
dct'.liled patterns, and there is not much 
distintion between business and casual cloth-
ing, Zigbi said. There were some fancier 
fashions shown, which use materials such as 
satins and silk, and are worn on special occa-
sions. 
· A common item in many of the fashions 
was the head tie, a piece of cloth tied around lll!ffll!~~~ 
the head in many styles. According to Zigbi, 
the head tic is an essential part of the African 
wardrobe. "You aren't really dressed unless 
you have a head tie on," Zigbi said. 
The lapas, as well as the head ties, can be 
tied in many ways, and often it is the manner 
in which it is tied that determin-es the look. A 
loose, flowing gown can be tied in such a way 
that it becomes a sexy, sleek gown. Many of 
the fashions worn by African women empha-
size the curves of the women, Zigbi said. 
Zigbi explained the process by which 
clothing is designed in Africa. She said the 
people bring the printed cloth to a tailor with 
ideas of what they want, and the tailor makes 
the item. This is cheaper than buying manu-
factured clothes which have to be imported, 
Zigbi said. 
A portion of the show displayed fashions 
in white, which are worn at weddings and 
important celebrations. In Liberia not only 
the bride, but everyone, wears white at a 
wedding, Zigbi said. 
The finale of the fashion show brought all 
Ithacan/Becca Dallinger 
Andrea Grizzle models an African gown. 
of the models and many members of the 
audience who were also sporting African 
fa<;hions onto the stage for a last look at the 
prints and styles. 
A dance party, deejayed by Samite, an 
Ugandan musician, followed the fashion 
show, and those attending the event ended 
the evening dancing to the sounds of Africa. 
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Bl TIY- M O a world-famous film 
· &li(CJ.& _; c:ffi.Irll21 ~ competition comes to IC 
By .Jennifer Wolf 
On Feb. 21, the IUiaca College Depart-
ment of Cinema and Photography will be 
hosting the tenth annual Black Maria Film 
and Video festival, directed by John Colum-
bus. 
The Black Maria (named after Tr10mas 
Edison's first film studio) is one of the 
country's most highly regarded and widely 
traveled competitions, which awards over 
11,000 dollars year! y to film and vidcomakers. 
Entries arc sent from all parts of the U.S. and 
Canada as well as Europe and the Far East. 
Films and tapes of all genres arc to be 
found in this season's collection. This in-
cludes anything from empassione<l experi-
mental pieces, free form animation, to urgent 
human issue documentaries. 
Patty Zimmerman, professor of cinema 
ancl photography, promises that i~ will be an 
"illuminating evening, filled with controver-
sial edgy and exciting pieces of work." 
Director John Columbus will be speaking 
at the festival, commenting on each piece, 
pointing out a-;pects that the average viewer 
wouldn't sec. 
''Our purpose is to contribute to the 
awareness of and public access to new and 
creative work .. .I've never seen a year in 
which there has been such a profusion of 
pragmatic possibilities," Columbus said. 
The festival will be held at 7 p.m. in the 
Park Auditorium, and again on Sunday Feb. 
24 at2p.m.atComell in the Johnson Museum. 
L _J 
THE ULTIMATE IN TANNING! 
Featuring Top of the line Wolff Tanning Beds 
First Tanning Visit FREE 
$5offany -~----
Tanning Special 
272-7402 
533 W. State Street 
(corner ofW. State St. 
and Meadow St.) 
ra•••·····················-~ 
IsraelisUnderAttack (@ • SPRING 1991 1 Now is the time to reach out with: lJJA I II 
United Jewish Appeal : BREAK : 
ways in which you can Help: : Mo~tego Bay, Jamaica Negril, Jamaica i 
a Volunteer your time-attend training2/24, 6-8pm Muller Chapel I Ch~ick Gardens ............................ S459 Crystal Rose ......................................... S469 I 
La Mirage ........................... , ................ $499 Bungalo Resort.................................... $509 
• Make your contribution NOW I Hotel Montego ................................... $499 Hotel Sam Sara .................................... $529 I 
__ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 7 I Buccanee; Beach Hotel.. .................. $519 Bar-8-Barn ............................................. S579 I 
I UJA -SJA Send to· Prlvat.e Villas ........................................ $509 Cancun, Mexico I 
I . I I Se0W1nd Beach Resort ...................... $619 Downtown - Parader $429 Hillel · h FL .......................... , II I N . I I Panama City Beac , Lagoon - Fiesta Inn ................. :············ ::;479 I ame__________________ Office I I PortofCall-H?telOnly ..................... $119 Beach4Star-PlazaL~Glonas ........ $529 II 
Address________________ Muller I I Por1 of Call - with Bus .......................... $229 Beach 6 Star - Intercontinental. ......... $579 II 
: Phone-------------- Chapel I I On-campusreps: Ii 
D O $ Ithaca I I Sign up early, space wlll sell out soonllll Beth Fecko or Andrea Levine@ 256-3990 Ii ,. : 0 $18 0 $36 $54 72 College I I For Information and reservations contact: or John Wohner@ 256-9438 [ii 
L _____ ONEPEOPLE~ONEDESTINY ______ _J : ~· 'l~T STRUADVEENL1f 272m6964= 
For more information call 273-8421 or 256-9086 or I~ _i ~ I 
120 North Aurora St/Downtown lthoca 
stop by the table in the campus center any Wed - Fri 10am - 2pm I SERVICES 1 floor above the Fisherman restaurant ~ 
•••••••••••••••~m~mm~~~~~~~~ 
..... 
w; 
Short-tenu~reclit.- llnaedltia~-lftt~,four,stx, · l 
. -... ::,.;:.,;:··i2)~;:~-··:-'· _,·_._, .. _:~·,.:_ .. ·~·,-,~~ ~~-t~~,~r_·• , mer. ::: <:-. '.··-:· 11 
-! .. -.~ :; 
',amc 
Cm 
:-;t:Ut· 
Northwestern l!Jiraiiveli§nny 
Summer Session '91 
Think oir swim. 
rm thinldng. Send me a free copy of the Swru,.er 
Session '91 catalog \\ith financw aid and regb1rattoa 
infonnatioo (available in April). 
Please send the catalog to D my honre. 
D myschool. 
Northwestern Universitv Summer Session '91 
2003 Sheridan Rrod E\-anston, Illinois 60208-2650 
,, 
,. 
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CLASSIFIEDS 
PERSONALS 
Michelle -
Fun ... but disgusting!! Can you be-
lieve we slept in that? Give me a 
line on that vague motif (?). Ya 
think Linus will miss his sweater?? 
Cindy 
Sunshine -
Hugs to U too! I miss u! Just 90 
more days though! 
Christopher -
Love you, 
Mc 
Happy Birthday! I love you! 
Erin -
Grapevine, 
Jennifer 
From the Bronx toLondonforS4.07 
-and it only takes 5 weeks!? I could 
have thrown it!! or no; I might have 
broken an armpit!!! 
Miss you, 
Krys 
Happy 21st Birthday Stcin-hoser! 
Wish we could be there to celebrate 
with you. We miss you lots! 
Love, 
Elbow Ernie, Barrett, Karen, Erin, 
Kevin, Matt, George, Fred, Dan, 
Jackie, Keith, Mara, and Alyse 
CONGRATIJLATIONS!!! -
To all the new pledges of the 
SIGMA PHI EPSILON colony at 
Ithaca College. Keep up the good 
work. 
Sean and Chris -
Thanks for corrupting my mind, 
and watch out for open doors! 
Lisa 
ki-iitin - · '· 
PERSONALS 
Rory -
Happy Birthday Big Sis! I couldn't 
have gotten through pledging 
without you! 
Swampy-
Love, 
Amanda 
IfKarl's smart, he'll fall to his knees 
and BEG you to "do" him! 
Roomie 
Tutt.a-
London calling for Dick - party of 
3! I miss you! Hope UhaveaHappy 
Birthday!! 
Steinhardt -
Luv, 
Mc 
Look kids, Big Ben ... Parliament! 
Did you get my postcard! Ask your 
mom. Write me! 32 Nevem Place 
London SWS 9PP. 
Weinsaft 
Sutherland -
1 miss you. Where's the letter U 
spoke about, huh? Be safe - in all 
meanings of the word. 
Tom Feldman -
Love, 
London 
Hey! Heard the hair looks great! l 
miss you & the late night talks. 
Please write! 
Love, 
Blond Jew in London 
Verderber, Allen, Nickel & Julie -
1 miss you! Please write soon! Best 
house ever! 
Scott Rome -
Love, 
Meryl 
Wenny is with us! We miss you! 
Vick &Mer 
One can never have too many fin-
gers in the cookie jar!! Until Happy 
Hour! Sisters of Delta Phi -Sandra Get psyched for Rush. Wish I was 
Snaggletooth -
Thanks for the great show Friday! 
Let's do it again soon. 
Heather -
Love, 
DPhiZ 
P.S. We love ice cream! 
No, we didn't forget your Birthday! 
Happy22ndbirthday!Wehopeyou 
enjoyed your B-day! Only 3 more 
months to party! 
Love, 
there! Miss you. 
Graz-
Love & SSF, 
Blazer Woman 
"X" marks the spot- too bad we 
weren't included! 4 A.M. Young 
Man?! Midnite snacks rule! 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Love, 
Jacki 
K.P., Stacey, THINK AHEAD FOR '91- '92 
Karen & Michelle 
B-
Congratulations on getting pinned. 
Watch out for those fish you swim 
with. 
J+A 
Smoker-
Five cigarettes ... What's next? 
Maybe next trip you won't snore in 
DA's! 
Smokey 
Roomie -
3 AM talks, hockey, Danz, Bully, 
"calls from fans", - I love you! 
Thanks for everything. 
Roomie2 
HEYTRA-
!ESAGEA! (Justthoughtl'd suprisc 
Ya!) 
Dawn 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY -
Old friend, Let's keep laughing! 
Amy-
Love, 
Dink 
You are an amazing S~ial. and 
DPhi loves you! Happy Birthday! 
Love, 
Amanda 
BRAND NEW Contemporary 
studio in downtown Victorian. 
Laundry, parking, furnished. 
S330. Available 8/91 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM 
APTS. 
Space for one or l:Ouple. New 
kitchens and baths, laundry, 
parking, downtown, $435 
Available 91 - 92. 
OWNER MANAGED 
Call 273 - 4781 
PRIVATE 
Large, bright and warm room 
in townhouse. Fireplace, 
I 1/2 baths, 
full size kitchen. 
273 - 9300 
NEW COLLEGETOWN 
TWO BEDROOMS 
These are the very best! 
272-3000 
WAKEN'BAKE 
Spring Break in Jamaica/ Cancun 
from $356! This year's hottest 
desinations at low prices! 
Don't be left in the cold! 
Call: 
1-800-426-n 10 
CLASSIFIEDS 
IT'sOVER! 
The search for the ultimate 
apartment ends at gorgeous 
College Circle. The competition 
pales in comparison to the perfect 
complex with: 
"'new, huge exciting spaces 
* plentiful, free parking 
* energy efficiem 
* shuttle bus 
* highly responsive management 
*beautiful furnishings 
* great value for your ren!al S 
Call for an appointment to view 
the best in two, three, and four 
bedroom apartment homes. 
277 -1221 
A VAJLABLE FOR '91 
Studios to 4 bedroom furnished 
apts. 
273 - 1342 (9-5) 
LAST CALL! 
Book today. Don't get stuck for 
Spring Break. Call 
273 - 9014 
COMMONS WEST 
New studio, one, two bedrooms 
on Ithaca Commons in luxury 
elevator building 
273-9462 
OLD CIGAR FACTORY 
Huge one and two bedroom 
apartments on Ithaca Commons. 
From S275 each person 
furnished including heaL 
273 - 9462 
BEST SELECTION 
FOR FALL '91 
FARM STREET: 
5 + 6 Bedroom houses, 3 stories, 
·1oft, fireJ)laces, full basement, 
garbage service - no tags! 
SOUTH AURORA STREET 
6 bedroom house, new carpet, 
woodfloors, large yard, parking, 
2 baths. 
SOUTH TITUS A VENUE 
2, 3 bedroom duplexes, wood 
floors, full furnished attic, full 
basements, living room and 
separate dining room. 
Several more including 1 - 4 
bedroom apts. 
Call 
257 - 9154 
COLLEGETOWN PLAZA 
THE PLACE TO BE 
Brand new apartments in 
Collegetowg's best full service 
luxury building. This is quality, 
complete with elevator, formal 
lobby, on premises staff and 
fabulous views of the lake, 
downtown and Ithaca College. 
Enjoy carpet, dishwasher, 
microwave, ultra modem baths, 
large rooms, big windows, 
airconditioner, attractive furni-
ture. Building has its own 
laundry, onsite parking restau-
rant, copy center. Studio, 
1,2,3,4,5,6 bedrooms for 1991 -
92. Be in the heart of all the 
Collegetown action! 
272 ~ 3000 
SPRING BREAK SPECIAL 
Save, Save, Save 
Cancun from $365. 
Jamaica from $429. 
Sun Splash Tours 
1-800-426-nIO 
1 HOUSEMATE NEEDED -
For FalVSpring 91-92 School 
Year. Male or Female. 
Ron or Tom - 256 - 0203 
Dave or Steve - 256 - 9672 
CLASSIFIEDS 
D.J."' HOWIE MAUI* DJ. 
Clubs, organizations, frats, 
anyone ... oldies, dance, singalongs 
and more ... Having a party, give 
me a call: 
256-4528 
WORD PROCESSING -
Editing, All academic levels + 
subjects. Term papers, resumes, 
Reasonable rates. 
273 -4597 
PRIVATE TUTOR 
AVAILABLE 
For one on one instruction in 
Math and/or Computer Science. 
Call 
(607) 256 - 3465 
2BEDROOMSDOWNTOWN 
Furnished, parking lot, yard, 2 
stories. $570 includes all. 
277 - 0714 or 
532 - 8818 eves. 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE 
FOR RENT 
Furnished, stone fireplace, 
washer/dryer, S330 per bedroom 
Call: 
273 -9300 
EXCITING 
Loft, Beautiful stone fireplace, 
2 &3 level Jiving. Skylights. 
273-9300 
DUPLEX FOR RENT 
Fully carpeted, reasonable 
utilities, ETS. One side available 
June, che ocher August. Rent is 
$750 plus utilities. Call Terry-
-: 273 - 7956 
3 BED~OOM APARTMENT 
,. Living/dining/kitchen/patio, 1 1/2 
bath, dishwasher, washer/dryer 
(free), garage plus 2 pk. spaces· 
(free), Close to IC+ Downtown. 
Call 273 .. -6142 (2pm - 9pJl!)., 
APARTMENTS FOR RENT 
1991 -1992 
Two + three bedroom apatments: 
Downtown, laundry facilities. 
Rents from $225 to $29S per 
bed.room. 272 - 0344 
WANTED: 
2 Housematcs, male or female. 
Fall '91/ Spring '92. 
262 Pennsylvania Ave. 
277 - 5835 
FURNISHED 2 BEDROOM·-
APARTMENT 
E. State St. Near Commons. 
Short-term lease through Aug. 15, 
1991. Laundry, parking, fireplace. 
S550 includes all. 
Also nice, quiet, furnished rooms 
near Valentine Place 
273 - 2814 
YATES STREET 
Large Five Bedroom House. 
Kitchen, 2 baths, free washer/ 
dryer. S1,000/month. 10 months. 
273 - 3773 
1 WAY AIRLINE TICKET . 
To FL Lauderdale. 
(Leaves from Ithaca). 
Call Michelle at: 
277 -5293 
CLASSIFIEDS 
'91 - '92 
Apartments, houses for 
1 to 6. Well maintained, 
furnished, laundry, parking. 
South Hill and 
Downtown. 
272 - 3153 
DOWNTOWN 
Huge, furnished 3 bedroom. S245 
each includes heat. For 91/92 
273 - 1654 
SUMMER SUBLET 
2 bedrooms, spacious kitchen, 
sunroof, near Commons, quiet 
neighborhood. S 190/ person 
272 - 2961 
1 BEDROOM FOR FALL 1991 
Heat & hot water included. 
Carpeted, bright, free parking. 
Walk to IC 
273 - 9300 
TOWNHOUSES 
Large 4 br. + 8 br. units. Warm, 
woodstove/fireplaces, 1 1/2 and 3 
bathrooms, quiet. Free parking, 
walk to IC 
273 - 9300 
D. J. FOR YOUR DANCE 
'50s thru '90s, light show, 
Reasonable rates. 
Call Crick: 
256- 8680 
ONE BEDROOM 
in a 2 bedroom apartment 
Female preferred. Available 
immediately. South Hill. 
Call April 
256- 4784 
ITHACA'S LARGEST 
4 bedroom townhouse, 
woodstove/fireplacc, 2 1/2 baths, 
free parking. Walk to IC 
273 -9300 
ITHACA COMMONS 
BRICK TOWNHOUSE 
For 5-6 people. Two baths, 
two kitchens, 6 other rooms, 
backporch. Sl,500 including 
heat, hot water. 
273 -9462 
COLLEGETOWN HOUSES 
Central Collegetown. Best 
selection of large apartments and 
houses for 6 to 16 people. Super 
location, quality buildings, 
students welcome! It's fun to live 
in Collegetown 
272- 3000 
GREAT OFFER: 
Alpine 7280 Pullout Cassette Car 
Stereo. Mint condition and 
Sound. Call Adam: 
256 - 8517 
AVAILABLE NOW! 
Two bedrooms in a three bed-
room Coddington Rd. Apt. $265 
+ Utils. *Two people Needed* 
Call Dwayne or Dotto 
272- 5834 
SOUTH HILL APARTMENTS 
1, 2, 3,4 Bedroom apts., 
Carpeted, furnished. 
272-3389 
CLASSIFIED RATES: 
PERSONALS: 
$1.00 For the first 15 words 
$. 15 for each additional word 
SENDTO: 
The Ithacan, 
Parle Communications, 
953 Danby Road 
Ithaca College 
Ithaca NY 148S0 
CLASSIFIEDS: 
$4.00 For the first 15 words. 
$.15 for each additional word. 
DROP OFF: 
At The Ithacan 
269 Parle. Communications 
OrCall: 
274-3208 
Deadline: Monday by 5 p.m. 
February 21, 1991 
CAL VIN AND HOBBES 
PAD, l{OW l)D s:lLDlt!IS Kll.1..ll{G-
OC~ OW.£.R 
Sl:)L\J'c. Tl-\£ 
'ttORUYs 
PR0'3\.EMS? ,_...._-.... 
M'i ES.Sf..'! I'S EtlTITlE.I), 
"AFIER SCJ.~L P-.T M'{ 
1-lOJSE .• ... A\.\1;.M ... 
-~ I 
UI{ 01-\. WW..t ~ill.. iH£ ZIPP£R 
HAl'PtNE.D !' GCT CG\Jl:RED 
~\Tl-\ \CE I sol 
W.\rn Tu rORC£ 
IT. n\[N M'f 
,-_.--,.._Cl M\TT£~ GoT 
Ct..\JG\.\T A® 
JAMM'eD 1\-\'c. 
7.\l'P£R. 
f" 
By BILL WATTERSON 
1 TRIED To Pf/IL 1-\'l SNOW 
Pr>ffi'3 C>l=f. B\JT I FORGCff TCl 
TP..1(£ M~ BOOTS Off !=IR5r, SO 
TJ/OSE. GOT ST\JC K , A~\) Tl-18'1 
11-1£ P~-r; G01 All n.l\'Sitl), 
~ 1 i:m ei%R, f>N\) rn-1r,..u.'< 
T\\1:. ID(l{ER Ht,..D TO OU. "Tl"{O 
C\JS"\"Cl\)\r>l\S 101;;£. OJ,., 
\ ~--~-'1, 
, fo ., ~ 
:fl ~ ,, 
W\.lAT, t-1\\S"S 
WC)R~WOOD? 
I nm-.1K G\1DWN.-UPS .JUST 
ACT Ll~E "ffil:'I K~OW 
W\-\P-.T m2rR£ CO\!--\(;. 
I 
9::> 1 'ti/1-~T To 
St SURE: Tu 
WEt\R 1\\£.1<\ AGM" 
-~t-\ClRRClW. 
MOTHER GOOSE AND GRIMM By MIKE PETERS 
GARFIELD 
PEANUTS 
UlCKl(.,fil, w~ HAVe 
MAN<rl w~s OF 
c:>eAUNG, Wtirl 
FtEA5, 
TI-IE'i SA'< THAT Tl-IE FIRST THING A WOMAN 
NOTICES ABOUT A MAN 15 ~IS E'1'E5 ... 
By JIM DAVIS 
ON£ OF W~ICH IS 
NOT HAVING TO Tfl L 
't'OlJ WHA1 TH£'t' AR£ 
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THE FAR SIDE 
By GARY LARSON 
Andy looked up in horror. Right in front of Sally, a 
worm was emerging from his forehead - and he felt 
himself turning even redder. 
J.NSTITUTE 
FoR1\\'t: 
STUD'( OF 
MIGRAINE 
HEADACHES 
lB f8 [8 
\B 1B lB 
[8 1B 18 
f8 18 18 
1B lB 
::,: }I 
ID ID Ml 
91 {B 18 8 18 a, 
aa 
f8 18 l8 00 
H El 
l8 lB 1B nu 
B 81 
o I 
L 
.:.1'.1".l'L.:r•e•:.JIP•rs\<;fri:::.u.·e 
The dam bursts 
n -::-::-:--::.-.::::::====------===== 
\f'\r.ftNl's 
'PESu CON 
'"OK, ma'am - it's dead. In the future, however, it's 
always a good idea to check your shoe each time 
you and the kids return home." 
' 
.. 
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Mell1ls0 swim team readies for 
§1t211te 21Illl<dl rrna1tnoll1lall (COmpetitioJI11 
By Lauren Semmel 
The members of the men's swim team 
will not only shave their faces this week-
end, but will shave everything to help 
them drop their times for postseason com-
petition. 
MEN'S SWIMMING 
Co-captain Jeff Ungvary said that the 
team will shave their backs, arms, legs, 
chest and some will even shave their heads. 
Every little bit will help lead the swim-
mers to win the Division III championship 
award. 
The toughest competition for the men 
this weekend will be Hartwick College 
and Alfred University. 
Besides the team goal of becoming the 
1991 state champions, there are several 
individual goals that the these swimmers 
will strive to meet 
Ungvary, the 100 freestyle record 
holder, said he hopes to qualify for Na-
tionals in the 50, 100 and 200 freestyle 
events. 
Last year, Ungvary was a finalist in all 
three events. He said he w~ts to reach his 
goal by not only qualifying in the three 
freestyle events but also by swimming 
three personal best races. 
Co-captain Andre Marozsan, who 
holds the record for the 1000-yard 
freestyle, also has high hopes for the 
upcoming state meet His goal is to qualify 
for Nationals in the 200, 500, and 1650 
freestyle events. 
The state championship is an extremcl y 
important meet for all members of the 
team, especially for the eight swimmers 
who are using the meet as their last chance 
to qualify for Nationals. 
For most of the season, the swimmers 
have been concentrating mainly on getting 
in a lot of yardage and less on speed in 
practice. 
These past couple of weeks, in training 
for the state and national competitions, 
the team has been tapering and working 
on race-paced swims to build up their 
tolerance for pain. 
Dan Guerrera, Tom Farnsworth, Rob 
Merrick and Greg Szyluk are also ex-
pected to sscore at the state meet 
The Bombers are very proud of their 
14-0recordas well as the fact that are the 
first undefeated team in 26 years. 
"This is, by far, the best team I have 
ever swam on," Ungvary said. 
Febr.uary ~l, ~991 
IC qualifies for ECAC and 
state challlpionships 
Bombers set school records at Kane Invitational 
By LaDawne Lampton 
The indoor women's track team had an 
outstanding performance al the Kane Invita-
tional at Cornell, by setting school record's 
and improving the season's best time. 
WOMEN'S TRACK 
AND FIELD 
Laura Young placed 3rd in the 500 meters 
final, setting the school record and qualifying 
for the ECAC (Eastern Collegiate Athletic 
Conference) championships with a time of 
1:20.43. 
Cheryl Nethaway came in 3rd placed in 
the 400 meters final, setting the school's 
record with a time of 59.80, which is her 
season's best time. 
The following women atheletescompletcd 
coming in 3rd place in the 55 meters hurdles. 
Megan O'Donnell became a state and ECAC 
qualifier, placing 6th in the 55 meters dash 
and 4th in the women's 200 meters final. 
Coming in 5th place, Paula Carlin quali-
fied for the states. Gloria Hill came in 3rd 
place and became a state qualifier. Melissa 
Decker also qualified for states and ECAC' s, 
coming in 1st place in the women's high 
jump. 
Sean Livingston of the men's indoor track 
team placed 3rd in the men's mile run with a 
time of 4:14.92, which was good enough to 
qualify him for the states, but was half a 
second away from qualifiying for the nation-
als. 
MEN'S TRACK 
AND FIELD 
the meet with their season's best ti me, Jennifer . 
Potter, Amy Vanaskie, Deb Kreiger, Ann In the men's weight_ throw event, Steve 
Delsigore, Demile Robinson, Kristine Palumbo placed 3rd setungtheschoolrecord 
Wachtez, Melissa Decker, and Melissa - with 47' 61/2 ".-
Sedlack. Todd Howell, Brice Fernandes, Jeff 
Ithaca's track team walked away with Adams, Jason Jackson, David Russell and 
- some state and ECAC qualifiers. - David Fields all -completed the meet with 
Andrea N~wak qualified for the states, their season's best time. 
. . 
Gymnasts look to.peak ill ECAC title de,fense. 
By Mindy Ottavio 
The Ithaca College women's gymnastics 
team will defend its ECAC (Eastern Confer-
ence Athletic Conference) title this Sunday. 
The Bombers head into the championship 
coming off of a two week break. Able lo rest 
a liule and perfect routines, the Bombers 
should peak for Sunday. 
The ECAC championship consist of the 
best six teams from the Northeastern United 
States. The teams ~~t will be competing 
against Ithaca are SUNY Cortland, SUNY 
Brockport, M.l.T., Rhode Island College, 
and Ursinus College. 
The fiercest competition should be for 
first place between Cortland and Ithaca. 
Head coach Rick Suddaby said he hopes 
to avenge IC's narrow lose to Cortland 
earlier this season and to defend IC's 
championship title. 
'"'·· ""' ' ., NOW, ENJOY diet COKE 
WITH GREAT DEALS FROM 
DOMINO'S .PIZZ~.-
DtMry aru1 llt:"lttd 10 Cff"..urt s.* t1nvn;i 
0lm Ocmrlos P\!Z::ll tnc Ill. --coc..-GotJ- lXI ~- Ind JJ'IC D)'N.mrc not.en~ .n~eredt~~otlheC.OCi(()l.1~ 
IT'S TIME FOR DOMINO'S PIZZA~' 
CALL US 273-0111 
~====~=---------... ---------------~ 0 I . I ~ 2 FREE COKES I 4 FREE COKES I 
0 I I 
a With Any Medium I With Any Large 1 ~ One Topping Pizza I One Topping Pizza : 
a I I· ~ Expires a~_: ., I Expires all ' •• ' 
a 2121191 mm,. 1 2121191 ~m. - -.. 1 D =~~:.,.~=~,~":;o~~':: I =~~~·,=,.,,~~;;:::;:,~:;~~~; I 
~ O..c!nwenc.arryruthan~OO 0..0nvrl'\att~~'td_1oftdt~ lll'1vn;I O\JrCt"Mr~~•r,lt"..!ott"Jn~OO dut~att\OIPtna.'t(]IO'lllC~ 
Since Ithaca first participated in the 
ECAC competition in 1984, the Bombers 
have finished first all but two times. Despite 
the young nature of the team, Suddaby said 
he thinks the Bombers have a pretty good 
chance of repeating. 
Last year Ithaca hosted the ECAC tourna-
ment and aside from the team title, several 
Bombers received individual titles. 
For those returning.junior captain Kirsten 
Johnson, junior Myra Smithers, and sopho-
more Colleen Teal were named members of 
the ECAC All-Conference team. 
Johnson, who also received All-Ameri-
can honors on the balance beam in the National 
Competition, placed third in that same event 
atECAC's. 
Smithers earned fifth place on the balance 
beam and fourth place in the all-around.Teal 
rallied a second place finish in the vault. 
.. Th~ ·cA_YUGAN is selling 
·· - PERSONALS for~ the 
' 1991 ;YEAR-B-OOK 
Write a message to your friends and family 
RATE: $1.00 for 30 words 
MESSAGE (please print): 
Name: 
Local Address/felephone Number: 
LjmitZ personals per_ person: Personals mu.st.be submit-
te_d ~o the Office of Campus Activhies (3rd floor· of the 
campus·center)'rio later than 5 p.m., March 1, 1991. 
- .. Seniors ONLY please~~ .. , . , 
... - -- ..... -- . - . -
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Wrestlers qualify five individuals foir National§ 
By Ed Orr 
The NCAA Eastern Regionals 
on February 15 and 16 were the 
qualifying tournament for the na-
tional championships coming up 
on March 1 and 2. It was an event 
for individuals, but Ithaca's wres-
tlers on the whole, brought home 
smiles and designs for Division III 
national glory. 
WRESTLING 
The top two place winners in 
each weight class, and six alter-
nates voted on by the coaches are 
taking it to the national tournament 
"If there had been [ team scores], 
we would have won," Coach 
Murray said after looking at the 
statistics sheet. 
The first of the five going to 
Augustana College in Rock Island, 
IL, is freshman David lsselbacher, 
who took second at 1 IS-pounds. 
Isselbacher beat the other final-
ist earlier in the regular season, but 
came up short this past match 8-6. 
The fact that this was his first 
loss to a Division III opponent did 
not seem to bother him at all, as he 
said, "I'm at my peak right now; I 
feel betteron my fcet. . .l'm going to 
place at the national tournament." 
Lenny Bruehwiler won the 134-
pound weight class, with a 6-5 de-
cision. As a first seed, one should 
expect lopsidedness in his favor, 
perhaps. This was not the case for 
this weight class. It was fairly well 
saturated with quality wrestlers. 
One lo~ on his dual meet record 
and the best overall record on the 
team, Bruehwiler'sconsitancy leads 
him to the tournamenL 
Marty Sullivan made his incred-
ible second semester debut after a 
constant knee injury by placing third 
in the Eastcms,andearning himself 
a "wild card" spot in the national 
tournament at ISO-pounds. 
"I think it was amazing that he 
did it on only three days practice," 
said head coach John Murray. The 
nagging injury has kept'him off the 
mat for a couple of months. "I think 
It showed a lol of courage." 
Determination is a big key to 
unlockhisdoonosucccss. "Ithurts 
a liule bit," Sullivan admits. "Bm 
you know, I have to grin and bear 1L 
It's something I really wanted to 
do. Now I've got two weeks to get 
it back into shape and go for it." 
Senior Bill Hadsell, who was 
The Ithacan's Athlete of the Weck 
Women's swimming---------
Continued from back page 
Beth McDonnell was the next 
highest scorer for the Bombers, with 
76 points. 
She placed second in the 100, 
200 and 400 individual medleys. 
She was also part of the National 
qualifying 400 freestyle relay team. 
"She swam real well in the indi-
vidual medleys and the freestyle 
events. Her shoulder has been giv-
ing her trouble all seasonand it de-
layed he qualifying until now," 
Miller said. 
Maria Ampula, Audra Craft, 
StephanieKomaromi,Nancy Fralic, 
The Perfect 
Present 
;{!IN!Dfflfllll.. 
~Tl R~Cfi'ROH5 
Nothing But Stuffed Animals 
108 Dryden Rd• Collcgctown 
273 - 4857 
We Deliver 
Trini George, Jen Huber, Shannon 
O'Brien, Nancy Uccellini, Pam 
Boucher, Robin Guon, Cristy Clift 
and Karen Savory rounded out the 
scoring for the Bombers. 
"Weconsistentl y swam well, that 
definitely made the difference," 
Miller said. 
CANCUN MEXICO 
AIR & HOTEL INCLUDED 
Space still available!! 
El Batab/Downtown ...... $399 
Laguna/ Across Beach .. $469 
lymar/Beach Econ .... $499 
Las Perlas/Beach Med .. $519 
Conrad Hilton/Super .... $559 
Cancun Ploya/Deluxe .. $589 
"Prices based on Quad occ. 
Organize a group a get a free trip II 
For more information call 
800-331-6002 
L'Cbayim It's Purim 
Wednesday, February 27 from 7-9pm 
in Muller Chapel 
· M~iill<th'R~adtni · 
,.-, & 
I\ . . . ~ . .. ... . . ' . . . . -: . ' -~ . . . 
¥lli Party 
V Join us in Raising a Toast to Survival 
'Tliien-Phit 
'llI'ETJ{YlM'ES'E & C:J{J9\['ES'E cv_ IS FJ{'E 
:Free .Luncli & 'Dinner 
'De{ivery 'IJai{y * 
-----------7 i 'Dining-in 'Dinner Coupon 1 
: Compfimentary Cfioice ef: : 
I Clia6{is, :Mofsen 'Draft or Soda I 
I & free oraer ef wings witft. I 
I a minimum fooi oraer ef I 
I $15/ortwo I 
I I 
IL 'E:;cpires .91.pril 30, 1991 J 
-----------
272 - 3357 
OPE1{ 'lJ!lllL'Y 
%on · 'lliurs 11am · 10:00pm 
'Jri -Sat 11am · 10:30pm 
Sunday 11am - 9:30pm 
208 ~ 'IIO(j.fll S'I'. - near the commons 
'Ta~-out I ~eroations 2 73-6604 
• ca{[ for information 
we accept credit cards for deCivery 
in the February 14 issue, placed 
first with no room for doubt. He 
accumulated two pins and one 
technical fall in the three matches 
of the tournament 
The final match was a pin by 
Hadsell in 1:46. Hadsell, who will 
most likely get the best seed of the 
five Ithaca representatives in the 
national tournament, is setting his 
sights high. 
An adversary that is obviously 
looming in his thoughts is Mike 
Quick from Brockport In the New 
York S tatc Championships Hadsell 
lost to Quick in the Semifinals 7-1. 
Quick is also returning nation~l 
champ for the 190-pound weight 
class. 
"Yeah, I am thinking about him. 
He's in the back of my mind ... l'11 
sec him in two weeks," Hadsell 
said. Quick is just a piece of the pie, 
though. 
"The most I want to do is go up 
there and wrestle the best I can," 
Haci~ell said. 
At heavyweight, Randy Couon 
overcame personal nemesis, Alan 
Gordon from Albany, in overtime 
of the finals. Gordon, a conserva-
tive, patient wrestler frustrated 
Couon in the dual match, where 
they last faced-off. 
"Hereallydoesn'tdoanything," 
explained a complacent Cotton. "I 
was waiting for him to [open 
up] ... He ended up makmg the mis-
take." 
As far as the Nationals, Cotton 
plans to do better than his token 
appearance last year. "This time 
I'm looking to place top five; I 
think that's feasible." 
Bombers head into seasoilll 
finale with 7 --8 record 
By Demile Robinson 
Not lacking talent or confidence, 
the men's junior varsity basketball 
team advanced to a 7-8 overall 
standing with a win over Hobart 
college on Friday night. 
JUNIOR VARSITY 
BASKETBALL 
After losing two consecutive 
games to Cornell University and 
Fisher College, the win against 
Hobart came just in time. 
ForwardJeffSweetsaid, "It was 
one of the best games we played all-
year because we played intcnsel y." 
Adding to Sweet's comment, for-
ward Joel Palumbo said, "We kept 
our composure when we were 
down," which head coach Steve 
Veeder said the team failed to do in 
the two previous games. 
The general team feeling was 
that they did a good job against the 
big men of Hobart. 
"We made them shoot from the 
outside" Sweet said, "Everyone 
contributed and our man-to-man 
switch was a good defense." 
"It was really physical, but the 
cheering and help from the bench 
kept us going," Stewart said. 
Although Veeder said he feels 
that the team doesn't have one 
dominant overall scorer, the team 
generally agrees that Chris 
Calabreese' s free throw efforts were 
the key. 
Calabreesc 's free throws put the 
Bombers up by two and came at a 
time when they needed them most. 
This Friday, February 22, the 
team plans to play hard, strong and 
go for another win in their last game 
of the season for the second time 
against Hobart College. 
ITHACA COLLEGE CONCERTS1990-91 
OWAL TEA VERDEHR. 
Violin 
OELSA LUDEWIG-VERDEHR. 
Clnrmcl 
OGARY KIRKPATRICK 
Piano 
The Verdehr Trio 15 
the best of its kind. 
-American Record Gwde 
lHE VERDEHR TRIO 
flRIDAV, FlEBRUARY 22, 1991 
Tickets avo1lable February 8 al 
OcW1II Mall Ticket Center 
Aebop Records & Tapes 
Collcgclown. 
and 01llingham Box 0111cc 
Ithaca College 
S5 00 -llhacc1 College Students 
Children and Senior C111zens 
S9 00 -llhoca College Faculty 
Stoll. AdmImstra11on. 
Fncnds of Ithaca College 
ond Olher Students 
S10 00 -General Adm1ss1on 
Ford Hall Auditorium 
8:15 p.m. 
Performing works of 
Beethoven. Bruch. Dvorak, 
Husa. and Schuller 
A prc-concc-rt IC!cturc- by 
Prol~ssor Robert Schmidt 
w,11 bc-g:n ~,r 7 30 pm 111 Room 201 
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Athletes ot-. the week 
- State records fall as two 
swimmers qualify for Nationals 
By Christa Anoll 
While both Dawn 
Schmalzriedtand Amy Robinson 
have changed from quiet fresh-
men to team leaders, they have 
arrived there in different ways. 
Head coach Paula Miller de-
scribed Schmalzriedt as a typi-
cal freshman when the season 
started. 
"She was very quiet. very shy. 
She didn't say too much to the 
others," Miller said. 
During her freshman season, 
Robinson now a senior, was also 
very quiet and shy. 
"She wouldn't talk to any-
one. She pretty much kept to 
herself. She was forced into be-
ing a leader and role model be-
cause of her success," Miller said. 
Schmalzriedt and Robinson 
combined to score 173 points in 
leading the women's swim team 
to a state title. 
Schmalzriedt. who totalled 90 
points, won the 500 freestyle and 
the 50 breaststroke. She qualified 
for the nationals in the 500 free 
and broke the state record in the 
SO breast 
Schmalzriedt faced the na-
tional champion in 100 breast-
stroke and the Independent 
College Athletic Conference 
(ICAC) champion in the 200 
freestyle in back-to-back races. 
After finishing second in both 
events, she told Miller she was 
sorry because she came in sec-
ond. 
She was also a member of the 
&00 and 400 freestyle relays. 
Both relays took first place and 
qualified for Nationals. 
"Dawn (Schmalzriedt) is a 
Amy 
Robinson 
Dawn 
Schmalzriedt 
very versatile swimmer. She 
shows incredible poise for a 
freshman. She's very team-ori-
ented. We used her in the events 
where we thought she would help 
the team get the most points, not 
necessarily in her best events," 
Miller said. 
Robinson, who scored 83 
points, set three state records, in 
the 50, 100 and 200 backstroke. 
She also qualified for the Na-
tionals in two of those events, 
the 100 and 200 backstroke. 
Robinson was a national 
champion her freshman and 
sophomore years. 
"She hasn't really swam fast 
since her sophomore year. She 
was very impressive at the states 
and that's encouraging," Miller 
said. 
Robinson was selected by 
the coaches as the most valuable 
swimmer. 
"Neither of them are fully 
tapered, which makes them tire 
morequickly.It'sharderforthem 
to get up for a race, which makes 
their accomplishments more in-
credible." Miller said. 
Both swimmers are heading 
into the Nationals looking to 
focus their attention and to nar-
row the events down. 
Write for The Ithacan 
Join The Ithacan sports staff 
Report on your favorite Ithaca College 
teams .. Interview coaches and the 
players for weekly articles 
Contact Christa 
sports editor 
274-3207 
or stop The Ithacan office, 269 Park 
TOWNHOUSES / APTS. 
FOR RENT '91- '92 
•3-4 BEDROOMS 
o DISHWASHER WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH UNIT 
o FREE PARKING 
G PRIME LOCATION 
0 PLEASANT LMNG 
CONDITIONS 
CALL 
273•6142 
BE1WEEN l-9P.M. 
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Women's basketbail 
Continued from back page 
"Leah (Fuess) came through and 
showed a little bit moreoff ensively. 
It's her first year and the rebound-
ing is the same as in high school. 
Offensively she's showing the im-
provement that comes with a year 
under her belt," Pritchard said. 
Next Up 
With the loss to William Smith, 
IC was not selected for the state 
tournament. 
Selection to the tournament is 
based on a point system. Three 
points are awarded for a victory 
against a team over .500 and one 
point for a win against a team under 
.500. The top eight teams partici-
pate in the tournament. 
"We played the best teams, but 
we didn't beat the best teams and 
that's what hurt us," Pritchard said. 
William Smith and Clarkson 
both were selected for the touma-
menL William Smith and Clarkson 
finished first and second in the 
ICAC. 
With the loss to Nazareth, the 
Bombers are unsure of the possibil-
ity of ECAC postseason play. 
"A win would have definitely 
helped us, but I don't know exactly 
how much the loss hurt us (in terms 
of an ECAC bid). We're definitely 
disappointed," Pritchard said. 
Ithacan I Adam Riemer 
Ithaca's Karen Fischer looks to pass In the flrst half of the 
8ombers victory over RIT on Saturday. 
You_·ve_ read the_ads. Perhaps. you ev~n have your own 4711 experience to relate-fact or fantasy. Well. if 
!'ou d h~e to wnte yo~rown 4711 ad, and share it with us. YOU could win a summer v.ork internship at an 
m~ematm~al corporation, 4711 Pa1ftimerie-Fabrik, in Cologne. Gennany. The winner\ airfare and housin~ 
will~ ?aid, and he or ~he will receive a Eumilpa\s, plus !>alary. Just write your own headline 4uoration and 
the flc1111ous. anonymous person(s) quoted. Use the entry space below and brim! it to the 4711 Contest Enrn· 
Box ~I _J.C. \enn~y. All_ cntric<; mu~t be received by March 6. 1991. The contest }uctging will be ba-.ed on -
creatlVlty. Its a fantaq1c opportunity to put yo~r_education lo pmctical use. meet interesting people and see 
Germany through July and August. al the same 1m1e. 
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Why can't 
Sharon come Home? 
In November 1983 Sharon Kowalski was 
injured in a car collision by a drunk driver. 
The accident left Sharon with a "closed head 
injury" and little mobility. When her parents 
learned of her relationship· with her partner, 
Karen Thompson, they went to court and were 
awarded guardianship of Sharon, and then 
within 24 hours denied Karen any rights 
to visitation or communication with her 
life partper. 
In 1989, S~aron was moved to a rehab 
facility and Karen was allowed to visit her. 
ANY MORE UPDATES? 
The story of these two women show how 
we all pay a high & painful price for 
sexism, homophobia, & ableism. 
SPONSORED BY: AIDS Prevention Network, AIDS Working Group, 
Campus Center Diversity Awareness Committee, GALA, ·Rape 
Education Committee, Religious Council, Residential Hall Association, 
Office of Residential Life, and Student Activities Board. 
SPEAKER: Karen Thompson ~ BRING . 
Thursday, Feb, 21, 1991 9 SHARON 
at 7 :30 p.m. in the HOME 
Emerson Suites 
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Rebel§ corm tthce rr1111rrn 
UNLV do1ninates opponents as Division I 
prepares for National tournament 
By Brian Lustig 
As college basketball heads into the 
home stretch, there arc some surprises, as 
well as some familiar faces, on top of the 
polls. 
COMMENTARY 
UNL V has been, as everyone expected, 
a dominating machine that has steamrolled 
every opponent it has faced. 
Many ask what the point of even having 
the NCAA Tournament is, as it should be a 
cake-walk for the Rebels. But there arc 
some fonnidable challengers that could 
make things very interesting for Jerry 
Tarkanian and his crew. 
Ohio State has only one blemish on it's 
record and although its schedule has been 
one of the softer ones, their two victories 
over Indiana make tl1em more than legiti-
mate. 
Arkansas has also been Jed to the top by 
the likes of Todd Day and Oliver Miller. 
They should make a return trip to the Final 
Four. 
Indiana has matured faster than many 
thought, and despite their youth they would 
be ranked second if they could only beat 
Ohio State. 
Duke, Arizona and Syracuse have also 
shone against tough opponents but have 
faltered in games where they should have 
flown. 
While these teams will most likely be 
vying for the number one seeds in the 
tournament, there are some others that can 
beat any one of them (except UNLV, of 
course) on any given day. 
North Carolina has no superstar, but a 
sound squad that seems to be in sync and 
plays together as a team extremely well. 
UCLA can only wonder what might have 
been if freshman Ed O' Bannon d1dn' L have 
to sit out the season due to his injury. None-
theless, they can't be counted out. 
Jn addit.ion, I.here are the familiar faces 
that always seem to pop up around this time 
like St. John's, Kansas, Kentucky, 
Georgetown and LSU, who arc all looking 
to peak at tournament time. 
Then there arc the enigma's whose names 
we have seen week after week in !.he polls 
but we don't really know much about. East 
Tennessee State and Southern Mississippi 
have been the most successful as they both 
currently reside in the top 10. 
But New Mexico State, Nebraska and 
Utah have all compiled near perfect records 
even though they don't play I.he heavy-
weights that other teams do. 
Because of all these new faces that arc 
untested in tourney waters, there is again 
that sense of unpredictability and the possi-
bility of upsets galore. 
Unfortunately, while many teams have 
been surprisingly good, some have been 
pitifully bad. 
Kenny Anderson and Steve Smith haven't 
been able to carry Georgia Tech and Michi-
gan Slate to the seasons they hoped for but 
just having them in the tournament will 
strike fear into the hearts of many higher 
ranked opponents. 
It will shock me ifUNL V docs not repeat 
aschampion,as itismy belief that any team 
in which the entire starting five can slam 
with authority should not lose. However, 
look for Arkansas, Duke and Arizona to 
make things difficult for the Rebels. 
emic 
mputing 
ervices 
Academic Computing Services Presents Students 
Faculty 
Staff 
Ithaca College 
Vendor Showcase 
Apple 
BAKA Computers 
Claris Corporation 
Computer Alternatives 
Creative Computers 
Data-term 
Digital Equipment Corporation 
IBM Corporation . 
Microsoft Corporation 
National Instruments 
NCR Corporation 
Sun Microsystems 
WordPerfect Corporation 
Learn All About. o • 
Desktop Publishing 
Computer Graphics 
Multimedia 
Computers & Music 
Computer Art 
Scientific Applications 
CD-ROM 
Interactive Video 
Information Systems 
Computers in the Classroom 
Image Processing 
Computer Based Training 
Word Processing 
Future Trends 
Thursday, February 28 
Emerson Suites - c·ampus Cerate~ 
9:30 am m 4:00 pm 
Plan to attend! 
FREE 
Seminars 
Apple - Emerson C 
9:30 - 10:45 Macintosh: Power out of 
the Box 
11 :00 - 12:30 Multimedia in the Class-
room of Tomorrow 
12:45 - 2: 15 Desktop Media: Maximizing 
Your Message 
2:30 - 4:00 The Musical Macintosh 
IBM - Emerson A 
9:30 - 10:45 IBM Workstation OveNiew 
11 :00 - 12:30 IBM Advanced Academic 
Systems 
12:45 - 2: 15 Academic Applications & 
Operating Systems - An 
OveNiew 
2:30 - 4:00 Multimedia Presentations 
No signups are necessary. Just stop by! 
see the special section in next week's Ithacan for show details! ~ Co-sponsored by The Ithacan 
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Bombers ~atch fire, ECAC bid in reach 
By Rorie Pickman 
It's now coming down to the wire for the 
team and this could lead not only to an ECAC 
(Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference) bid, 
but also to hosting the first round of the 
tournament. 
MEN'S BASKETBALL 
Ithaca 85, Skidmore 84 
The team hosted Skidmore College and 
the first seven minutes of the game were full 
of constant lead changes. With the score tied 
at 11, the Bombers went on a 10-2 run to put 
them ahead, 21-13. 
Junior guard and co-captain Archie 
McEachem had taken over and scored all of 
the 10 points for the Bombers, while hitting 
two three-point shots. 
The Bombers held a 31-28 lead with eight 
minutes to go in the first half, after junior 
guard Rich Spina hit a shot from three point 
range. 
However, Skidmore then went on a 13-2 
run to put themselves only down by two, 33-
31. They then took the lead with 3: I 8 to go 
when Pat McCloskey hit a three-pointer to 
put his team ahead, 41-40. 
Ithaca still managed to stay in the game 
and they went into the lockerroom at half time 
with a 51-47 lead. 
The second half was just like lhe first with 
the rriany lead changes. Skidmore held an 83-
79 lcad with 1:52 to go in the game. -
Sophomore guard Pete Kowal hit a 15-
foo~r with 1 :30 to go and was intentionally 
fouled on the shot He then converted both 
free throws to tie the score at 83. 
Skidmore responded with Tate Rice hit-
ting the second of two free throws to put his 
team up by one. Kowal then hit a shot from 
the lane and was fouled. . 
He missed the free throw but managed to 
grab his own rebound and dribbled out the 
clock for \he lasl five seconds-of the game to 
g~~~-~~-:M-~c~.IJ~; .· , --
McEachem led the tearii in scoring with 
25 points while senior co-captain Mike Hess 
scored 15 and moved into third place for the 
school's all time scoring list. 
Sophomore Paul Walker also hit double 
figures with 14 points and Kowal added nine. 
Ithaca 100, RIT 90 
They hosted RIT on Saturday, and, after 
losing to the Tigers 77-70 earlier this season, 
the Bombers got even. 
They defeated RIT, I 00-90,and improved 
1heir record to 14-9, 5-5 in the ICAC (Inde-
pendent College Athletic Conference). 
The Bombers started the game with a 6-0 
run, but the Tigers fought back. 
The teams exchanged baskets for much of 
the first half. At halftime, Ithaca was leading 
RIT,42-40. 
The Tigers started the second half with an 
11-0 run, pushing the score to 51-42. 
Ithaca came back and went on a 14-0 run, 
led by McEachem, who hit two three-point-
ers and a 17-foot jumper, and the Bombers 
moved back into the lead, 56-51. 
They never lost the lead from here and 
lead by as many as 16 before defeating the 
Tigers by ten. 
McEachcm led the Bombers in scoring 
with 22 points, while hitting four from three-· 
point range. Kowal also had a strong game 
with 19 poinL'>, hiUing four three-pointers 
and shooting 5 for 6 from the foul line. 
Hessadded 188points, whileJohnDunne 
and Chris Aisenbrey added 13 each. 
Aisenbrey also led the team in rebounds with 
eight . 
Ithaca set a school record for three-point-
ers attempted, 20, as well as made, 10. Spina 
hit two three-pointers and McEachem and 
Kowal each neLted four. 
"I was very pleased with the playing of 
several players including Archie 
(McEachem), Mike (Hess), Pete (Kowal), 
and John Dunne," head coach Tom Baker 
said. 
Hobart 66, Ithaca 61 
- The night before, on Friday, the Bombers 
dropped a 66-61 decision to Hobart 
Ithaca had a poor shooting percentage in 
this game as they shot 24 for 62 from the field 
and 12 for 24 from the foul line. 
Kowal led the team in scoring with 21 
points while Hess also hit double figures with 
12. 
The Statesmen were led by Mike Keifer's 
19 poinisas they improved their record lO 12-
10, 1-3 in the ICA.C . 
. , - , Nexi"Up 
This weekend is a big one for the Born hers 
as they have another chance against Hobart 
when they host the Statesmen on Friday. 
They will host Alfred for their last home 
game on Saturday night. 
"It's a big weelcend for us and we would 
like to end our season with a win on Saturday. 
Hoffart is important because both our teams 
are gunning for an ECAC home bid,' Baker 
Ithacan / Sharon Perks 
Ithaca's Paul Walker pulls down a rebound In the Bombers' win over RIT, 100-90. 
said. 
The players.as well, know how important 
these two games are to the rest of the team's 
season. 
"If we want to have a good seeding in the 
ECAC's,wehavetowinthesegames.'Walker 
-said. 
"Every night out any team can beat any 
other team," freshmen guard Steve Renzi 
said. "We have to play really well these last 
two games to be the winners." 
It's been said that you can tell a good time 
by how t,hey perform when the decision of a 
game comes down to the last minute of it. If 
that's true, then the Men's Varsity Basketball 
team has got what it takes. 
A STIMULATING EXPERIENCE. 
(If you ·vc never 4711 'd. come to JCPenne~· and lcam how. While ,upplic, la,1. get a free T-~hirt \\ ilh :Ill) -1711 pun:h,1-.c, l 
~--....,__ ____ ------------~---:---
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Johnson heads into postseason with confidence 
Came to Ithaca as a balance beam specialist, finishes career as solid all-around competitor 
By Pam Rollinson 
When Kirstin Johnson came to 
Ithaca, she excelled on the balance 
beam. Now that she's leaving, she 
excels in the all around, with the 
beam as her trademark. 
PROFILE 
"I was originally recruited for 
the beam because my vault, bars 
and tumbling routines were weak," 
Kirsten said. 
Even though Johnson was not 
strong in these events, she has com-
peted in the all around since her 
freshman year. 
"We don't get the big recruits 
like the Division I schools do," head 
coachRickSuddabysaid. "We have 
to work with what we have." 
Johnson has not had the normal 
amountoftimetoprogressandexcel 
at Ithaca. 
Since she's a junior physical 
therapy major, she's had to cram 
four years of gymnastics into three. 
This was her last season to compete 
with Ithaca. 
But that hasn't hurt Johnson, it 
has only pushed her to work harder. 
In last year's Nationals, Johnson 
placed fourth on the balance beam. 
This earned her All-American sta-
lllS. 
Johnson's winning philosophy 
is simple: she treats every routine 
and practice exactly like it were the 
Nationals. 
"By treatingitlikethereal thing, 
I can control my nervousness." 
With the loss offiveseniors from 
last year's squad, the gymnastics 
team is a relatively young one. 
Seven of the 13 gymnasts are fresh-
man. 
"If eel the pressure from the team 
to be 'up' physically and emotion-
ally even when I don't think I can 
be," Johnson said. 
But Johnson said that she puts 
forth her best in order to fulfill the 
team's need for her support and 
advice. 
Since this is Johnson's last year 
at Ithaca before she goes to Roches-
ter, the team trcatsherlikeasenior. 
The squad elected Johnson as their 
captain for this season. 
Suddaby said, "The team looks 
up to Kirstin because she's one of 
the best" 
The squad has had a very suc-
cessful season with a 6-3 overall 
record. They suffered losses to 
"I was originally re-
cruited for the beam 
because my vault, bars 
and tumbling routines 
were weak." 
-Kirstin Johnson 
Cornell, Springfield and Cortland. 
The team lost by .75 to Cortland, 
which was their only Division III 
loss. 
"Our level of competition is 
definitely up from last year," 
Suddaby said. The team has al-
ready beaten last year's record. 
The team will be competing in 
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic 
Conference(ECAC)against the top 
six teams in Division III gymnas-
tics this weekend. 
Cayuga Corner 
Ithacan I Sharon Perl<s 
Ithaca's captain, junior Kirstin Johnson, peforms her routine on the balance beam, her trademark. 
event, during practice. 
They will then travel to St Pe-
ter, Minnesota during spring break 
to compete in the Nationals. 
"Kirstin will definitely repeat 
her performance on the beam and 
hopefully in the all-around, also," 
Suddaby said. 
Johnson only competed in three 
events last year because her bars 
routine was weak. 
"I'm doing the same routines 
that I did last year which has given 
me time to perfect them all," 
Johnson said. 
"Butifldon'tdowell I'm happy 
with what I've accomplished in my 
three years at Ithaca," Johnson said. 
Johnson just recently found out 
that she has the choice to work out 
at Rochester, where she will com-
plete her major requirements, on 
her own and be coached by videos 
sent from Suddaby. 
During the season Johnson 
would have to get an affiliate that 
was close to Ithaca in order to 
compete. But this would be ex-
tremely tough on her with her work 
load. 
"I'd have to travel to the meets 
by myself and I wouldn't have the 
team with me for support," Johnson 
said. 
She said that this is not the rea- · 
son she's involved in gymnastics. 
"I'm in it for the friendships tha: 
I've made with my teammates ancl 
the coach." 
Johnson has decided that thf; 
Nationals will be her final compe·, 
tition as a gymnasL Johnson sai<ll 
she'd like to continue working wilt; 
gymnastics in the future, possibl), 
as a coach. 
"Gymnastics has always been 2, 
major part of my life. It'll leave ii, 
huge hole in my life ifl stop being! 
involved with it." 
@ Welcome to our Lenton Services 
From the Catholic Community 
B 
Sunday Masses during Lent 
10:15 am, 1 pm, 9 pm 
Daily Masses at 
12:05 pm on Monday, Wednesday , Friday 
12:15 pm on Tuesday ro- note change 
Quality Apartments Now Renting 
Fall 1991 
• Five bedrooms • 
Featuring: dishwasher • laundry fa~ilities O par~ng 0 
wall to wall carpeting • fully furnished • secunty / 
intercom system • close to campus and co~mons 0 
Call Linda at 277-5576 
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-Women's swimming rolls 
over state competition 
Fifth Championship in last six seasons 
By Christa Anon 
The weekend was full of nice 
surprises for the women's swim 
team. 
WOMEN'S 
SWIMMING 
The Bombers scored 833 points 
on their way to outdistancing the 
field in the state championship. The 
title is Ithaca's fifth in the last six 
season<;. 
Ithaca were DawnSchmalzriedtand 
Amy Robinson with 90 and 83 
points respectively. 
Schmalzriedt won the 500 
freestyle and the 50 breaststroke. 
She qualified for the Nationals in 
the 500 freestyle and set a state 
record in the 50 breaststroke. 
Schmalzriedt was also part of 
the 400 and 800 freestyle 
relays.which both qualified for 
Nationals with their first place fin-
ishes. 
Ithacan I Adam Riemer 
In the Bombers' victory over RIT, Angel Houghton takes a 10-foot jump shot In the first half. 
The Bombers broke four state 
individual records and qualified 
nme individuals and three relay 
teams for Nationals. 
Ithaca was followed by 
Hamilton, with 695 points and 
Union with 680. Hartwick and Al-
bany rounded out the top five fin-
ishers. 
We won more events 
than I had expected. 
That was the whole key, 
we had better depth 
than the other teams." Loss to Nazareth dims Born-hers 
hopes of postseason play 
l\i~'.·~~>:-t~:~~:,(: _ . . -
The women's basketball team 
was forced to face reality this week 
and it wasn't preuy. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
The Bombers beat RIT. b~ lost 
to William Smith and Nazareth. 
The loss to William '·Smith 
knocked IC out of contention for 
the Independent College Athlttic 
Conference (ICAC) title. The loss 
to Nazareth all but totally crushed 
Ithaca's chances of receiving an 
Eastern Collegiate Athletic Con-
ference (ECAC) bid. 
Nai.aretb 75, Ithaca 60 
Before Tuesday's game, Ithaca 
head coach Christine Pritchard said, 
"Our only hope of remotely staying 
alive is a victory. It's going to be a 
tough game. They, too, are on the 
fringe of the selection process." 
In their last regular season game, 
the Bombers were forced to play at 
Boynton Middle School because of 
abombscareontheICcampus. The 
start of the game, originally sched-
uled for 6 pm, was delayed until 
almost 8 pm. 
"The change didn't hurt us. It 
was the same for both teams. We 
only shot 23 percent from the floor. 
You're not going to win when you 
do that," Pritchard said. 
Junior Lisa Tibbles led the 
Bombers with a triple-double. She 
netted 18 points, 10 rebounds and 
13 ·steals, a school record. Her 13 
steals pushed her total for the sea-
son to 124. 
"It was a great game for her. It 
wasdefinitelyhermostoutstanding 
perfonnance. It was a great way for 
her to go out," Pritchard said. 
Sophomore Karen Fischer and 
junior Kristen Kinne both had 
double-doubles. Fischer scored 12 
points and grabbed 16 rebounds. 
Kinne neued 11 po~ts and· had 12 
rebounds. 
The loss was the last regular 
season game for senior Jill 
Harrington. 
"We 're very disappointed. It was 
not quite the finale the team wanted 
· for her(Harrington). "Pritchard said. 
Pritchard said that the team had 
so much desire and intensity, that it 
worked against them. 
"We created negative energy. 
We hustled too much. We went 
beyond our optimal level of 
arousal," Pritchard said. 
Ithaca 68, RIT 32 
Aftercomingoutflatearly in the 
first half on Saturday, the Bombers 
used a 20-2 run to down the Tigers, 
68-32. 
Our only hope of re-
motely staying alive is a 
victory. It's going to be 
a tough game. They, 
too, are on the fringe of 
the selection process." 
-Coach Christine Pritchard 
Freshman Angel Houghton and 
classmate Julie Cheney led IC in 
what Pritchard called the 
"Houghton-Cheney show". 
Houghton netted 12 points and 
pulled down five rebounds. Cheney 
scored four points and grabbed 
seven rebounds. 
"When they (Houghton and 
Cheney) succeeded everyone was 
so supportive. It was great. When 
you lake people who have given 
everything that the ·star' gives all 
season long, it's great to let them 
have theirmoment,"Pritchard said. 
Kinne, a junior, Fischer, a 
sophomore, and Tiffany Shaffer 
each scored double figures. Kinne 
had 12, Fischer 11 and Shaffer 10. 
William-Smith-??;ltha 63 
"It was a great first half. We 
missed a Jot of little chippies and 
that was the difference in the 
ballgame; thatanda defensive lapse 
in the second half with our cover-
ageof theirpostplayers," Pritchard 
said. ., - . ' 
Iihaca {iayed cJose,in:the first 
half ;buioouldn 'tholdofrthe Herons 
in the second stanza --
"We pushed and pushed and 
pushed and ~en just hit the wall," 
Pritchard said. . 
William Smith plays a solid all 
around· game. They have· depth 
which allows them to run, and 
combine good outside and inside 
games. 
The Bombers will have to settle 
for third place in the ICAC because 
of their loss to William Smith. 
"It's a disappointment, but it's a 
reality check. It's not good enough 
just to be on the court with them and 
compete and come close. Coming 
close just doesn't cut it. You gotta 
win," Pritchard said. 
Kinne and Shaffer both had 
double-doubles. Shaffer netted 14 
points and 11 rebounds. Kinne had 
12 points and 13 rebounds. 
"She (Kinne) played the best 
game of the season. She played 
poorly last time at William Smith, 
so she was really motivated to tum 
things around and she did. It shows 
a lot of improvement on her part," 
Pritchard said. 
• Harrington, the team's qiptain, 
scored 11 points and held the team 
together. 
"Harrington was still the glue. 
When everything started to fall apart 
she was able to be the calming in-
fluence," Pritchard said. 
Junior Leah Fuess and sopho-
more Jo Leiva both scored eight 
points in the losing effort 
See "Women's basketball" page20 
"We won more events than I had 
expected. Thal was the whole key, 
we had better depth than the other 
teams," head coach Paula Miller 
said. 
IC captured IO firsts, eight in 
individual races and two in relays. 
The top two point-geuers for 
-Coach Paula Miller 
Robinson set three state records 
and qualified for the.Nationals in 
two events. She set records in the 
50, I 00 and 200 backstroke events, 
qualifying in the 100 and 200. She 
came in first in all three events. 
See "Women's swimming" page 19 
Reaching.for twQ 
Ithacan / Adam Riemer 
Ithaca's Jon Stapleton goes up for a layup In the Bombers' 
100-90 victory over RIT on Saturday. See page 22 for related 
story and photo. 
